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·several soapstone artifacis from Late Archaic-Early Woodland 
. . 
archaeological sites in Tennessee and ten soapstone deposits, two in 
South Carolina and eight in North· Carolina were analyzed by X-ray dif­
fraction, X-ray spectroscopy and petrographically .in an attempt .to 
correlate the artifacts and deposits. The data show that two of the 
deposi�s, Shelton Mine and Watermellon Branch, exhibit the best cor­
relation with some of the artifacts . .  However, the evidence isn't 
conclusive. 
P_etrographic analysis revealed that the deposits a.nd artifacts 
consist of one of two distinct mineral assemblages, one consisting of 
talc, chlorite, and anthophylli te, and a second in ·which talc, chlorite, 
and tremolite-actinolite comprise the assemblage. Two deposits, 
·eiceister #2 and Hammett Grove also contain appreciable biotite. 
No b{otite is present in any of the artifacts. The deposits and 
artifacts possess texture� ranging from strongly foliated, as in the 
Leiceister #2 deposit·, to a massive or granoblastic texture, as in some 
of the Watermellon Branch samples. 
Spectrographic analysis show that Cr, Mn, Ni,·and Zn are the 
dominant trace elements present in· the deposits and artifacts, with Cu, 
Sr, and Rb occurring in much smaller am?unts. Five deposits have an 
average Ti content of less tha·n 250 ppm while two deposits, Watermellon 
Branch and �he Shelton Mine contain an average of 1863 and 800 ppm Ti, 
respectively. All of the artifacts except for the Polk, Campbell, and 
Jefferson County artifacts also contain appreciable Ti. 
iii 
iv . 
Although the purpose of this study was an attempt to correl�te 
the artifacts and deposits, the data gathered also indicate that the 
deposits were derived from the alteration of an ultiabasic igneous rock· 
rather than from a metasomatized car.bonate. 
. .... 
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Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to identify possible s�urce areas 
for Late Archaic-Early Woodland (2000-300 B.C., Willey, pp .. 256 & 267, 
1966) soapstone artifacts which were used by the Tennessee Indians of 
that period. During the Late Archaic-Early Woodland period, soapstone 
was widely used by the abo;igines of the eastern part of the country and 
artifacts can.be found all along the Piedmont and ·Atlantic Coastal 
Plain.from Georgia to New England (Willey, 1966, p. 258). The dominant 
use of the soapstone was .for tub-like vessels and bowls. By learning 
something of the mineralogy. and chemical composition of the artifacts and 
11111,tnparing this information with that from soapstone deposits, it was 
believed that· potential source ·areas might be identified. With.this 
information it would then be possible to establish trade routes which 
would aid us in understanding these early societies. 
A preliminary investigation showed· that several-artifacts 
contained cons.iderable nickel and chromium, which indicated that the 
artifa�ts were made from soapstone of ultramafic·origin. Due to the 
abundance of ultramafic-related soapstone deposits in the·eastern United 
States, it was decided to look at ·samples from several deposits rather 
thari to study only one or two deposits in detail.. With this in .mind, 
ten deposits were sampled, eight in North Carolina and two in South 
Carolina {see Table 1). The.study consisted of analyzing 57 samples 
1 
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TABLE 1. Locations of soapstone deposits. 
Deposit County North East Quad 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Leicei ster 112 Madison 712,700 919,2q<} 192 N.W. 
Watermellon Branch Madison 803,600 920,900 191 N.W. 
Shel ton Mine Madison 808,600 925,900 191 N.W. 
· Blue Rock Road Yancey 792,150 1,057,450 209 N.W. 
Blue Rock Yancey 794,800 1,056,100 209 N.W. 
Crabtree Creek Mitchell '784,200 1,068, 100· 209 s.w. 
Asbestos Mine. Jackson 522,100 801,000 176 S.E. 
Asbestos Mine 12 Jackson 522,100 825,000 176 S.E. 
SOlJI'H CAROLINA 
IIIPaceo let River .Spartanburg 792,500 1,766,000 Spartanburg 
Hammett Grove Spartanburg 713,330 1,770,000 Spartanburg 
from the soapstone deposits and comparing the results obtained for a 
imil ar study·of 2o·artifacts (see �able 2) using X-ray diffraciion, 
X-ray fluorescence, petrographic and heavy mineral analysis techniques. 
Location and Geology 
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The soapstone deposits sampled from North Carolina lie in an area 
underlain by gneisses, schists, and ultramafic and siliceous intrusions. 
The ultramafi�s are part of a discontinuous belt which extends along the 
Appalaichians for a distance of more than 2000 miles from Alabama to New 
Eng�and. In North Carolina, this belt lies in the Blue Ridge Province, 
extending from the southwestern counties of Clay, Macon, and Jackson, 
and continuing northeastward through Transylvania, Haywood, Buncombe, 
Madison, Yancey, Mitchell, Avery, Watauga, Ashe, and-Allegheny counties 
(Conrad et al., 1963). In this study two soapstone deposits from Jackson 
county, one from Mitchell county, three f�om Madison c·ounty, and two 
from Yanc.ey County, North Carolina, and two from Spartanburg County, 
South Carolina, were sampled (see Fig�re 1). 
The country rock consists of two primary types, the· Carolina 
series which is comprised mainly of in.terlayered micaceous gneisses and 
schists and the Roan series which consists of interlayered hornblende 
gneisses and schists (Conrad, 1963). According to Conrad, the Carolina 
_gneiss ranges in compos�tion from.muscovite-biotite gneiss, biotite 
gneiss, quartz-mi�a schist and quartzite, to garnet and kyanite-mica 
gneiss and schist. The Roan gneiss occurs interlayered with the 
-C�rolina gneiss and ·1s· distinguished from it by the presence of hornblende. 
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TABLE 2. Location of artifact sites in Tennessee. 
Site County N orth East TVA Quad 
Ha20 Hamiltor:i 306,750 1 2, 272, 250 1 Snow Hill 
Ha27 Hamilton 278,000 1 2,256,300 1 Daisy 
Hal Hamilton 286 , _100 1 2,258,750' Daisy 
Ckll Cocke 650, 000' 2,840;750 1 Springvale 
Pkl Polk 294,750 1 2,400, 500 1 Benton 
Ld24 Loudon 466, 000 1 2, 520,000 1 Loudon 
lJe Jefferson ·· 590,000 1 2, 765 , soo•· Shady Grove 
Mr20 Monroe 434, 400� ·2, 541�250 1 Vonore 
Cf34 Coffee 392,500 1 1, 929, 250' Ovoca 
Mill Marion 229,000 1 2, 135, 000' Sequatchie 
4Cp5 . Campbell 701, 000' 2, 526,5� 1 Jacksboro 
By. Bradley 306 , 500 1 2,386,250 1 Benton 
··�· 
* =Soapstone Deposits 
x = Artifact Sites 
FIGURE 1. ·Location map of soapstone deposits and artifact sites. 
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The schistose·component of the Roan consists of hornblende, plagioclase, 
and quartz. 
Acidic intrusions are common in this area. In Transylvania, 
Jackson, and Macon counties, the Whiteside granite is noteable. Peg­
mati tes, along with ala ski te bodies, ·occur throughout this area and are 
especially abundant in the Spruce Pine area.· Hess ( 1933) suggested that 
these acidic intrusions supplied the hydrothermal fluids which altered 
the ultramafics to the soapstone deposits. 
Ultramafics occur throughout this area and are mainly dunites, 
saxonites, and pyroxe�ites. The dunites consist almost entirely of' 
olivine with lesser amounts of chromite, enstatite, piccotite,and 
magnetite. Secondary minerals are serpentine, talc, vermicul,ite, 
chlorite, anthophyllite, and actinolite. The saxonites 'are composed 
primarily of olivine·but they ·contain significant amounts of enstatite 
and bronzite. These orthopyroxenes occur as lath-shaped crystals up to 
an inch long di�seminated through the olivine. The pyr�xenites are 
composed predomi�antly of enstatite .which occurs rand�mly as grains up 
to 6 inches long and 1-1/2 inches wide. Typically, the enstatite has 
su�fered varying degree� of alteration resulting in the formation of. 
fibrous anthophylli te, . talc, and chlorite. Anthophyllite commonly 
occurs as pseudomorphs after enstatite, whereas the talc occurs sur­
rounding.the enstatite, along cl.eavage cracks, and as disseminated 
flakes. In some deposits the pyroxenites are completely �eplaced by 
anthophyllite and talc (Conrad,, 1963). Pyroxenite bodies are consider­
a.bly smaller than the duni te bodies. Th,ey are typically less than 400 
feet long and most are·from 100 to 20Q 1:eet' wide. 
The spapston� deposits sampled from South Carolina lie on the 
eastern flank of the Inner Piedmont belt, an area dominated by a horn­
blende gneiss unit which contains a variety ·of rock types. These rock 
types are gneisses and schists ranging in composit�.o·n £�om g·arnet­
bearing and · garnet-free hornblende, diops.ide-hornblende., hornblende­
diopside-biotite, diopside-labradorite, diopside-scapolite, hornblende­
biotite-oligoclase, actinolite and chlorite schists . Also associated 
with this hornblende gneiss unit are small masses of hornb�ende gabbro, 
olivine gabbro, pyroxenite, peridotite, soapstone, granites, and 
pegmatites (Overstreet and Bell, 1965). 
Previous Investigations 
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To the author's knowledge there has been on�y one previous 
investigation that has attempted to correlate soapstone artifac.ts with 
so�pstone deposits. Allen et al. (�npublished) . analyzed 40 .samples from 
24 different soapstone quarries in Virginia, M·ai:yl�nd, Pennsylvania,. and 
North Carolina, and 30 artifacts from 17 different habitation sites in 
Virginia, Maryland, New York, and New Jersey for trace elements by 
neutron activation analysis. They_ found that they could'di�tinguish 
deposits best by comparing 'the. rare· earth contents� U�;ing· this infor­
mation they concluded that the soapst�ne �rtifacts found in the Shenan­
doah Valley, Virginia, _came from. a deposit tn1·�adison. County, North· 
Carolina. 
Studies dealing with the u}tramafic ·soapstones include those 
by Hess {1933, 1936) . In his 19 33 paper, Hess stated that the ultramafic 
soapstones originated as a result of "steatization," a term .he coined to 
describe ·the hydrothermal alteration of an ultramafic body resulting in 
the formation of soapstone. Kulp ·a�d Brobst (1954) discussed the 
alteration of the Daybook d1:1nite by a 'pegmatitic intrusion which 
resulted in the formation of a zone of ta'tc, enstat;:; te, anthophylli te, · 
and serpentine adjacent to.the pegmatite. Bain (1936), and Chidester 
Cl962) also ·discussed the origin of soapsto_ne from ultramafic rocks. 
Conrad et al. (1963) discussed the geology of the ultramafic belt of 
North Carolina in· which soapstone bodies occur, as well as describing 
asbestos ·deposits .with which soapstone is associ�ted. Bentzen (1971, 
1972) located several soapstone deposits in North Carolina. These were 
· sampled to determine the amount and quality of the t_alc present to· 
determine their economic pote�tial. Overton (1969) r�ported the loca­
�ion of several_ soap�t6ne deposits in South Carolina, �wo of which we�e 
sampled for· this study·. 
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CHAPTER· II 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Sample Collection and Preparation 
In the field,· samples were collected randomly across each 
deposit, ca_re being taken to get a good representation of the deposit. 
Each suite was examined in the laboratory and several specimens. were 
selected which were representative of each deposit. Thin sections were 
made from these selected samples for petrographic analysis. The · 
remainder of each sample was broken in a jaw crusher and split several 
times until approximately 4 grams remained. This was ground with a 
mortar and pestle to pass a 220 mesh sieve. 
Pellets were made of each sa�ple by filling an aluminum cup (3 cm 
deep x 8 cm diameter) from 1/2 to 2/3 full of the 220 mesh sample and 
pressing ·at ·4000 psi for 5 minutes. Pressed pellets are better than 
hand-packed samples because they are more uniform and because of their. 
greater density, the X-ray intensities are increased. Also, pellets can 
be stored, allowing the same surface to be X-rayed several times.· 
Pressed pellets do have the disadvantage that.fine-grained apd/or platy 
minerals may appear to be present in ·1arger �mounts (based on X-tay 
intensities) than they actually .are. 
In addit_ion to the 57 collected samples� 4 samples were supplied 
_by E� Bentzen of the Minerals Research Laboratory, North Carolina State 
University. These were iepresentative samples of four deposics, the 
9 
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Shelton Mine·, Blue Rock, Watermellon Branch, and Crabtree Creek 
mines. 
At the request of ·or. Charles Faulkner of the Ant·hropology 
Department,. The Unive_rsity of Tennessee, who sup.plied. some of the arti:­
facts, only a portion of each artifact was prepared for analysis so that 
the entire specimen would not be destroyed. 
Analysis by X-ray Fluo rescence 
All pelletized samples were analyzed by X-r�y fluorescence for 
nine elements: Cu, Cr, Mn, Ni, Rb, Sr, Ti, Zn, and Zr. These elements 
were selected on the basis of several preliminary scans. which indicated 
the occurrence of these �lements in many of the samples. The analyses 
·were conducted using a Phillips X-ray Spectrograph equipped with a 
lithium fluoride analyzing crystal. Except for Mn and Cr, all elements 
were analyzed with a chromium target X-ray tube. Due to the interference 
. . 
from the s�rong chromium peaks produced by the chromium tube in the 
areas of the Kc(peaks for Mn and Cr,.a tungsten tube was used in 
analyzing for these elements. The spect�ograph data in this study are 
based on the following operating parameters: Chromiu� tube operated at 
35 KV a·nd 30 Ma, or tungsten tube operated at 40 KV and 35 Ma, scin­
tillation detector operated at 1 KV, _baseline 150, window open, using 
the digital display system on the spectrograph data control panel from 
which. counts per second (cps>' data ·were taken. All samples were analyzed . 
in a holder c�vered with 1/4 mil mylar film. 
Standards were prepared from the six U .' S. Geological su·rvey Rock 
Standards, G.�2 (granite, G.S�P.-1 (granodiorite), A.G.V.-1 Candesite),. 
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B.C.R.-1 (basalt), D.T.S.-1 (dunite), and P.C.C.-1 (p�ridotite), using 
the same procedures used for preparing the samples. Preliminari spec­
trograph scans were made to establish peak and background positions for 
each element and co ins�re that there was no interference from other 
elements at the�e positions. Five IO-second readings were taken at 
each of these an�ular positions and converted to cps. From the means of 
these values the counting rates for each element was determined by cal­
culating the background values at the Ko( po.sitions and subtracting these 
background values from the counting rates for the peak positions. From 
these cps data and from ppm data repor�ed for the U.S.G.S. Rock Standards 
(Flanagan, 1969)� correlation curves were prepared relating cps by X-ray 
fluorescence to ppm (Appendix A). A linear regression program was 
�sed to calculate the best fit line for the �orrelation curves. 
To facilitate-the calculation of the cps data a computer program 
(see discussion in Appendix B) was designed using a Wang 700 computer. 
This program was designed to t_ake the cps data for the background 
positions, calculate their means and determine the cps value for the 
background at the-peak position. This value is then subtracted from the 
mean cps value for the -element at the peak position, giving the cps 
rate due to the element alone. 
X-ray Diffraction 
The pelletized samples analyzed with the .spectrograph were also 
examined by X-ray diffraction to deter�ine their mineralogical compQsi­
tions. Analyses were condu<:ted with a N_orelco X-ray Diffractometer 
using Cu Ko(. radiation, a proportional detector, and a strip chart 
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recorder. All samples were scanned at the 200.scale. and with a time 
constant of 2 seconds. Peaks which went off scale were rerun at scales 
.of 1000 or sooo· depending on their intensities .. Generally, the pellets· 
were scanned from 5 ° �o 50° 20� All minerals were identified by use of 
the JCPDS reference files. 
Petrography 
A thin s�ction was prepared {rom each sample prior to �rushing. 
From these, each depo�it and artifact was described on the basi.s of 
mineralogy and texture, and any .. unique characte·r.istics which distinguished 
the deposits or. artifacts were �oted; The percentages of minerals in 
each section was based on visual estimates,.sever�l estimates being taken 
for each. section. 
Heavy Mineral A�alysis 
Several samples, two from each deposit and eleven artifacts, were 
selected for heavy mineral analysis �o determine if this would aid in 
correlation. Splits were made of each.crushed sample until approxi� 
mately 4 grams remain.ed. ·These were sieved and the size fraction from 
approximately 100 to 200 mesh was selected for separation using 
tetrabromoethane (S.G. = 2.9). The heavy fraction was .removed, washed 
with methanol, and allowed to dry. In order to g�t an.idea of the 
proportion of "heavies" in the deposits, each sample was weighed before 
and ·after separation ustng a Metler balance. 
A polished section was made from a por�ion of .each heavy mineral 
sample. The remainder of each sample was separated into groups of 
similar minerals using a binocular microscope. Grains from each group 
were powdered and X-rayed for approximately one hour with the 57.3.mm 
camera or two hours using the 114.6 �.camera using Cu� radiation at 
a setting of 35 KV and 17 Ma. The minerals were identified using the 
.JCPDS reference files. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
PETROGRAPHY OF TH� DEPOSITS 
Introduction 
Samples 'from the deposits and artifacts fall into one. o!: t\\·Q 
distinct mineral assemblages. One consists of talc, anthophyllite� and 
chlorite and the other of talc� tremolite-acti.nolite, and chlorite. 
Six d�posits, Leiceister #2, Blue Roe� Road, B�ue Rock, Crabtre� Creek, 
Asbestos Mine, and Asbestos Mine 412, belong to the first group (talc·, 
anthophyllite, and chlorite), while four deposits, Watermellon Branch, 
Shelton Mine, Paceolet River, and Hammet Grove, belong to the Stcond 
group (talc, tremolite-actinolite, and chlorite). Two deposits, 
Leiceister 412 and Hammett _Grove, cont.ain appreciab
°
Ie biotite as wel 1. 
�e general characteristics of the deposits are summarized below� More 
complete descriptions of each deposit. are ·given in Appendix C. Although 
the artifacts also consist of the same mineral suites as the deposits, 
the artifacts have been transport.ed and therefore are not grouped 
together according to their mineral suites. 
The rocks present in most of the deposits have a massive, non-. 
foliated texture, but the rocks of the Leiceister 412, Watermel Ion 
Branch, and Asbestos Mine deposits are foliated. The fact that foli� 
ation is present at three of the deposits indicates that they mdy have 
undergone regional metamorphism after steatization took place, while the 
lack of fo�iation in the o�her deposits may . indicate that they foLmed 
later than the.last period of regional metamorphism. 
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Talc ranges in abundance from 30 percent_ in some Paceolet River 
samples to 90 percent in some of the Asbestos Mine #2 samples . The talc 
also differs �n size and form. In the Hammett Grove deposit the talc 
occurs as small, acicular grains, generally less than 0.5 mm in length, -
whereas in the Blue Rock deposit. it is present as porphyroblasts of lath­
shaped ·flakes up to 4.0 mm in diameter. In this study the term porphyro­
blast is used only to denote grains which are distinctively larger than 
the surrounding grains a�d no genetic c�nnctation is implied . 
Chlorite ranges in abundance from less than 5 percent as in the 
Leiceister #2 and Blue Rock Road deposits to. as much as 40 percent in some 
of the Blue Rock samples . The chlorite occurs in several forms and 
exhibits various distinctive characteristics. The most common variety 
is pleochroic_, ranging from pale green to light bro·wn, and has a first 
order griy birefringence . However�·so�e of the chlcrite in the BlJe 
Rock Road, Blue Rock, and °Crabtree Creek deposits has an· an?malous blue 
.bire�ringence . The chlorit� ranges in shape fr6m small, acicular grains 
less than o .  5 mm in length .to porphyroblasts of lath-shaped flakes up 
to 4.0 mm in length such as . in the Shelton Mine samples, while the 
chlorite of the Crabtree Creek deposit occurs in cluster� of f�n-shaped 
flakes. 
The amphiboles, anthophyllite, and trem'?lite-actinolite,.'range in 
abundance from as little as 5 percent. i� the Blue Rock Road and Asbestos 
Mine /12 de�osit s to as inuch as 50 percen·t in some of the Asbestos Mine 
and Paceolet River sample� . Although these twd amphiboles ���ally do 
not occur together, two deposits, Leiceister #2 and Blue Rock, contain 
both amphiboles w'ith ant;hophyllite being the dominant va:r:iety . Both 
anthophy l l i t e  and t remo l i t e-act i no l i t e  oc cur bot h  a s  lo ng � pr i smat i c  
cry sta l s  ( which a r e  chai acte r i st i �  o f  t he Le i c e i ster  # 2  and Hammet t 
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Grove depo sit s )  ·a nd a s  aggr egat e s  o f  f ibro u s  grai ns  ( whi ch are char act er­
i st ic of t �e Asbestos Mine depo s i t ) .  Alt hough ant hophy l l i t e and 
t remdl i t e-act i no l it e  occur i n  simi l ar forms , t hey are d i st i ngu i shed by.  
the i r  · ext i nct ion ang l e s . Monoc l i nic t remo l i t e-ac t i no l i t e ha s i nc li ned 
ext i nc t.io n  wi th Z/\C rangi ng f rom 10° to 21 ° ,  wher eas  or thorhombic 
a nt hophy l l i t e  ha s par a l le l ext i nc t i o ri .  
Magnet i.t e
. i s  the d?mi na nt opaque i n  the depo si t s ,  u sua l l y  
accounti ng ·for about . 1  per�ent by vo l u me o f  t he bu lk mi �er a l · a s�emb l age . 
Rut i l e  wa s ident i f i ed i n  two depo si t s , the .Waterme l l on Branch and t he 
She lton Mi ne . Apat it e occur s i n  t race amou nt� i n  the � lue Ro ck , Wat er­
me l lo n  Br anch , a nd She lton  Mine samp l e s . · However , one samp l e  f rom .t he 
She l t o n  Mine co nt ai ns approximate ly 20 per c ent . apat i t e . A few g r a i ns of 
chromi te and i lme nite wer e  a l so ident i f i ed f rom · t he heavy mi ner a l  
separat ions  b y  the powde r ·. c amer a .  Hemat i t e  occur s i n  a l l  of  t he d epo sit s ,  
proba b l y  a s  an a l t erat ion  produc t  of  the magnet i t e . 
D i s t i nct ive Characte r i st i� s  of the Depo s i t s  
Whi l e  the d epo s i t s r eport ed here a r e  rn� nera logica l ly s imi l a r , 
the y  do exhibi t d if f erence s , as  poi nted out i n  t he detai l ed d� sc r i pt ions  
_of the d epo s i t s  ( see  Appe ndi x C ) . The d i st inc t ive character i st i c s  a r e  
sunnnar i zed be low and i n  Table  3 .  
The pr e se nc e of b i ot i t e  i s  the mo st d i st i nct ive char ac t e d st i c  of 
. . 
two of  the depo s i t s ; Le i c ei st e r  412 and Hammet t  G rove . Alt.hou gh bot h  
depo s i t s co nt a i n  ' bi o t i t e , t hey c a �  b e  d i st i ngu i shed f u r t her b y  r he . .  
TAB LE 3 .  Compar i son  of the mi nera l  compo sit ions of t he d epo s it s .  
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presence of t remolite-ac tino l ite in the Hammet t  Grove deposit and 
lllilll'anthophy l l i r e in Lei cei sLer 4/2 . .  Lei c eister #2 rocks also possess well­
pronounced foliatio� which is qui te distinctive .  
The abundance o f  t� lc , the predomi nanc e c f  anomalou s  blue , 
birefring�nt chlo cit e , and the minbr amount of ant hophyl �ite . are d i s­
tinctive fe�tures of t he Blu� Rock Road deposit . The Blue Rock and 
Crabtree Creek deposits are minera logi cally similar to  the Blue Rock Road 
deposit, but the Blue Rock and Crabtree ·creek deposits contain only 
minor amounts of anomal ous blue, bi ref ringent chlorite . Also , talc is 
not as abund ant in the B lue Rock deposit as i t  is  in the Blue Rock Road 
deposit. The . Crabtree Creek deposit contains nearly as much talc as 
Blue R ock Road , but the size of the flakes of the Crabtree Creek talc is 
genera lly smaller than the Blue Rock Road ta lc . The . d istribution . of the 
chlorite is also · somewhat distinctive . Both the· B l ue Rock and Crabtree 
Creek deposits contain clusters ( or aggregates) of chlorite flakes·, 
whereas the chlorite f lakes of the B.lue Rock Road deposit are distri­
'buted randomly as ind ividual flakes . Although the distribution of the 
chlorite is similar in the B lue Rock and Crabtree Creek deposits, th� 
individual flakes dif fer in f orm . The maj ority of the Crabtree Creek · 
chlorite flakes. exhibit a f an-shaped f orm, wherea s the chlorite of the 
Blue Rock deposit d isplays a tabular shape . 
The Asbest os Mine and Asbestos Mine #2 deposits are also 
mineralogically similar . Both consi �t of t a l c , anthophyl l i te ,  and 
chlori te . The Asbest os Mine - #2  samp les contain a greater percent age of 
ta lc , while the Asbestos Mine sampl �s  cont ain mor e  anthophyl l ite . Also , 
t he anthophyl l i te of the Asbe s t o s  M i ne is predomi nant ly  fibrous in f orm , 
whereas the anthophyll ite of the Asbestos Mi ne #2 deposit has a · 1ong , 
prismatic form. 
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Four d eposits ,  Watermellon Branch , She lton Mi ne , Pac eolet River , 
and Hahlmett Gr.ove �  contain tremol ite-acti nolite as the dominant amphi­
bole. Both the Wat ermellon Branch and She lton  Mi ne deposits cont ai n 
rutile .  However , the rutile i s  more unifor mly dist r ibuted i n  the Shelton 
Mine samples, whereas in the Watermellon Branch deposit , one sample con­
tains approximately 1 percent rut ile and a sample col l ected approx i­
mately 20 f eet away contains no rutile . Alt hough the ·Shelton Mfne does 
,contain rutile it is _not as abunda nt as it is  in one Wat ermellon Bra nch 
sample  which contains approximately 1 percent rut_ile . The Shelton Mi ne 
also contains apatite , which was not observed in the Waterme llon Branch 
samples . The most distinctive feature of the She lton Mine is the occur­
rence of large chlorite porphyroblasts. No other deposit contai ns 
chlorite similar in size and form to · the Shelton Mi ne chlorite 
porphyroblast s .  
The Ha mmett Grove and _Pac eolet River deposits are distingu ished · 
by the presenc e of _ biotite in many of the Hammet t Grove samples .  
Althou�h biotite was observed i n  the Paceolet River samples , it occurs 
in only one sample and in a trace amount . I n  the Hammett Grove deposit , · 
biotite occurs i n  several samples and ." comprises approximately 10 perc ent 
of the samples . The talc content is also sli ghtly greater in the 
Harmnett Gr?ve deposit than in the Paceo l et River deposit .  
Correlation of Artifacts and Deposits 
It is realized that only a few deposits and artifacts have been 
t• xamined in  this study .  The compari.sons which follow are intended te
>
. 
J l lustrate the kind of comparisons and correlatiq ns which can be made 
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on the basis of mine;alogical and petro logical characteristics. It is 
�bv ious th�t a particular artifact or  suite of artifacts may have come 
f ro m  a deposit which was not included in; this stud y .  Even so , the 
source· area must have had . similar miner_alogical and petrological 
characteristics (and presumably a similar origin) to the deposit(s) 
c i ted. · To aid in correlation ,  the minerals and their abundances for ·each 
«r t ifact are - listed in Table 4 .  Detailed descriptio ns are given in 
Appendix C.  A comparison of Table 3, page 17 , and Ta�le 4 illustrates 
t he general similarity between �amples fro� the deposits and artifacts. 
l0wever , like the deposits , the artifacts also exhibit differences. The 
f �ct that none of the artifacts co ntain chlorite with anomalous blue 
bi refringence makes it  unlikely that the Blue Rock R�ad , Blue Rock , ·· 
flt� Crabtr�e Creek deposits ar� source areas for the artifacts , · since · 
t h�se deposits contain anomalous birefringent chlorite.· The absence of 
tt�regates of chlor·i te flakes in any of the ·art if acts adds further 
t.' \'idence that the Blue Rock arid Crabtree Creek deposits were not source 
�r�as since both deposits contai n aggregates of chlorite . 
One ar tifact , 59/40Cf34 , co ntains biotite. Leiceister #2  and the 
H,1.mmett Grove deposits hav_e up to 10 percent biotite. H<:>wever , only 
t � i �e i ster #2 contains anthophyllite as does artifact 59/40Cf34. The 
�� : ifact contai ns 30-40 percent anthophyllite , whereas the Leicester #2 
TABLE 4. Comparison of the minera l  composition of  the artifacts�  
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sample s · contai n le s s  than  10 percent an.thophyllite . Both Leicei ster #2 
nd the artifact contain less  than 5 percent chlorite . The coi relat ion 
between 59 /40Cf34 and Leicei ster #2 isn ' t exact , but their mi neral . 
assemblage s · are quite similar and on the ba si s of pet rographic analy ses, 
Leiceister /12 caq be c·onsidered a?  a po ssible sou.rce area for artifact 
59/40Cf34 . 
Two Coffee County artifacts , 6 1 /  and 85/ 40Gf34 , contain 
·anthophyllite as the pri nciple amphibole , but they contai n more talc ) 
75-85 percent > than the other Coffee County artifacts .  Two depo s its !i 
Leicei ster #2 and Asbestos Mine #2 , c�ntain mineral suites simi l�r to 
artifacts 61/ and 85/40Cf34 . They both contain  mQre than . 70 percent 
. talc , 5-fo perce nt anthophyllite, and les s  than 10 percent chlor ite . 
However, the. Leiceister #2 depo sit contains biotite while the se two 
artifacts and the Asbestos Mine f/2 depo sit contains no biotite . Thus , 
· the Asbesto s Mine #2 deposit exhibits the best mineralo&ical cor rela­
tion with artifacts 61/ and 85/ 40Cf34 . However, texturally· t:hese 
artifacts aren • t similar to the Asbestos Mine #2 � Most notable i s  the 
lack of fibrous .  ��thophyliite in - the artif�cts �  
�hree Coffee Count� artifacts , 212/ , 232/ ; and 111 /40Cf34 are 
qui�e similar. They all contain 45-55 percent ta l� , 20-30 percent 
tremoli te-actinoli te, and 20-30 percent chlori te . Samples f rom three 
depo sits � Watermello n Branch, Shelton Mine, and Paceolet River , exhibit 
the be st mineralogical correlatio n with the se art-ifact s. The t a lc ·con­
terit of the s.e three de�o sits ra�ge s from 40-80 percent, . the tremo l ite­
actino lite ranges from a trace to 50 percent in the Water mellon Br anch 
samples , from 10- 1 5  perc e nt i n  the She l ton Mine samp les , and. from 
5-60 percent of the Paceo let Ri ver samples .  Based on the low 
emo l i t e-ac t i no l i te co ntent and the . presenc� of ch lorite porphyro­
blasts in t he She lton Mi ne samp les , which are not present i n  these 
artifacts , it  appear s that �he artifacts did not come from the She lton 
Min� deposit. However , the W�termel lon Branch and · Paceolet River 
deposit s may be possi b l e  source areas for these artifacts. 
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Artifacts from Hami lton County , · li�e tho se from Coffee County 
possess two distinct mi neral as se mblages. Art i facts ll l-376 i7Hal and 29 / 
2 1Ha20 consist of 50-60 percent talc , 25-30 percent anthophyl l ite , and 
15-20 percent chlori te . The Blue Rock and Asbestos Mi ne d'eposit s con-
. tain mi neral suites simi lar co these two art if acts .- However , the Blue 
Rock deposit contains ( mi nor) tremolite-acti nolite and anomalous blue 
birefringent chlorite  which do ·not occur � n  the �rtifacts. Thus s the 
1bestos Mine samples are the on ly ones which are mi neralogi cal ly  s imi lar 
to the artifacts 111-376 /7Hal and 29 / 2 1Ha20. However , the artif�cts do 
not contain fibrous anthophy llite which -is preval ent· i n  the Asbestos · 
Mi ne samples. 
The other Hami lton Count y  artifacts , 1 59 / 65Ha20 , 10/66Ha20 , and 
28 /Ha27 , consist of 30-40 percent talc , 0-40 percent tremo l ite-acti nolite , 
and 20- 30 percent ch lorite. Samp les from the Watermel l_on Branch, She lton 
Mi ne and Paceo let R�ver -d�posits contai n mi nera l assemblages simi lar to 
these artifacts . However , the ch lorite· of the .artifac� s i s  not as large 
· as the prophyrob lasts of ch.lor ite in the She lton Mi ne deposit . And 
si nce . a l l of the She lt6 n Mi ne samples contai n chlori te porp�yrob l a sts 
it is unl ikely  the She l ton Mine wa s th� sou1 ce  a rea for these art i f acts . 
The Watermel lo n  Branch and Paceo l et River d epo sits may be source 
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areas on the basis of mineral composition . 
Two artifacts -from Jeffer�on County �ere examined and found to be 
very similar in texture and mineralogy . They consist of 80-85 percent 
talc , 10-20 percent . chlorite , and 0-5 percent anth?phy l lite . The 
Asbestos Mine #2 deposit is the only deposit studi_ed which has a mineral" 
composition comparable to the Jefferson County arti�acts . Samples from 
the Asbestos Mine #2 · deposit consist of 80-90 ·p�rcent . tal': , 5-10 percent 
chlorite , and 5-10 percent anthophyllite , which correlates · well with the 
Jef ferson County artifacts . . 
· The Cocke County artifact ,  F-12/40Ck l l , and the Loudon County 
· artifact ,  l44/40Ld24 , are quite similar to the Jefferson County arti­
facts . The Cocke County artifact · contains 80-85 percent ta l c  and 15-20 
percent chlorite . Neither . artifact contains an amphibole , but chlorite 
s more abundant in the Loudon Cou�ty than in the Jefferson and Cocke 
County artif acts . Both the Cocke and Loudon County artifacts are also 
texturally �imil ar ·to the Jefferson County �rtifacts and they too may 
have come from the Asbestos Mine #2 deposit . 
The Poll:< County ·artifacts � 1008 /2Pk l and 115 /2Pkl , · contain . l_arge 
a:nounts of talc . · · 1008 /2P� l contains 75-90 percent· talc and 115/2Pkl 
has 75-80 percent . 115 /2Pkl contains from 2�5 percent · trem�lite­
actinolite , while 1008/2Pk l has no amphibole . Both artifacts contain 
fr0m 10-15 percent chlorite . The chlorite is similar to the ch lorite of 
th� Shelton Mine in that . it occurs as porphyroblasts , many of which are 
psrtially altered to ta lc . Also , like the Shelton Mine F a trace of 
a?.st: ite occurs in these artifacts . Some of the. She lton Mine samples 
c��relate quite we ll with the Po lk County artifacts and thus may be 
� �sidered a potential source area . 
Four ai tifact s f rom Mo nroe County were exami ned and found to be 
quite s imi lar . They consi st of 50-60 pe rcent ta l c , 20-30 rer c ent 
. . . 
tr�molite-acti rioli te } and 20-30 percent ch lori te . _ The Water me l lon 
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Branch , She l ton Mine , Paceolet River , and Hammett Grov e deposits contain 
mineral as semblage s comparabl e to the Monro e County artifact s ;  however , 
the Hammett Grove samp l e s . contain at least 80 pe rcenc talc , _which is 
greater than the talc cont ent of the artifact s .  Samples  from the Wat er- · 
me llon Branch and the Paceolet River depo sit s contain as little as  50 
percent talc , which is more comparable to t he talc content of the Monroe 
County artifact s .  
Based on the petrogr aphic study sev�ra l things can be stated about 
the pos sibility ?f �he depo sit s in this study being source areas · for the 
artifacts . The Blue Rock Road , the Blue. Rock , and the Crabt ree Creek 
ieposits do not appe�r to be good source areas for the arti f acts studied 
becau se th�y contain anomalou s blue birefr ingent chlbrite -and aggre­
gates of· chlorite flake s .  The Asbe stos Mine deposit shows a mineral 
composition comparable to artifact s II1�376/7Hal and· 29/21Ha20 5 A sbestos · 
Mine f!2 has a _mineral composition similar to art i f ac t s  6 1 / , 85/ , and 
·232/40Cf34 and 233/lJe , F-12/40Ckil , and ·144/ 40Ld24 , t:he _ Shelton Mi-ne 1 s · 
mineralogy i s  comparable to ar t ifacts 1008 / an� 1 15 /2Pk l � the Wat er ­
mellon Branch and Pace�let . River deposits are pos sib l e  source areas for 
artifacts 2i2/ ; 232/ , and lll/40Cf34 , 159/ , 10/ , and. 28 /Ha , ind the 
40Mr ' s ;  a�d the Leiceist er 112 is  . some�hat similar to artifact  �9/40Cf34 . 
Thu s , some of the ar tifac t s  may have come f rom some . of the d epo sits 
analyzed in thi s study . At l e� st they came f� om comparable deposit s ,  
based on mi�eralogical and pe� r o logi cal ·crite ria . 
CHAPTER IV 
X-RAY FLUORESCEN CE 
· Introduct i on 
X-ray f luorescence ana lyses were conduc ted on . several sample s  
from each deposi t  and on each of the art if act s. The samp les were pre­
pared and ana l yzed u s i ng the procedures d i scu s sed i n  Chapter. I L  The 
spectrograph read i ngs ( cp s )  were conve rted to  ppm u s i ng the corre l ati on 
curve s di'scus sed i n  Appendi x. A .  
The samples were analyzed for nine t race e lements which h�d been  
detected in  one or more of the samp les  i n  pre l iminary scans. I n  genera l : 
order of abu ndince , these element s were : Cr , - �n , Ni, Zn , Ti , Cu , S r , 
Rb, and Zr.  Mo st of the samples had detect able Cr_ , Mn , Ni, and Zn. 
Seven had detectable Ti . Cu , Rb , and Sr occur red i n  very small amounts 
i n  most of the· sampl� s wh i le Zr was detect �d . i n only two s�mp l e s  whi ch 
were 99  percent chlori �e. None of the talc samp_le.s contai ned zi rconium • . · 
The ac curacy cf X-ray f luor�scence dat a i ncr eases. a s  tr..e number of 
counts taken i ncrease s . In  this · study su ff icient counts were t: aken for 
the maj or t race element s, Cr , Mn , Ni , and T i  to · i nsur e an accuracy of at · 
least  ±1 . 0  pe rcent at a · one sigma conf ide nce leve l , 2 �0 percent at a two 
si gma conf id e nc e  leve l and 3 . 0 percent at a three sigma conf i dence 
level . 
The accuracy of one zinc val ue reported ranges f rom 1 . 8 pe rc ent 
to 1 . 0 percent at one si gma , 3 . 5 perc e.nt to  2 . 0 per cent at two si gma , 
and 5 . 3  percent to  3 . 0 percent at three s i gma . The other e lement s ! 
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·Rb, Cu , and Sr have gr eat er pe r c e htage s of e r r o r  f rom the . repor � ed \ a lues 
e to chei r · sma l ler concent r at i ons . 
Re su l t s  of X-ray . F luore sc ence Ana lyses  
Re su l� s of the X-ray f luorescence ana lysi s of  the depo s it s and 
artifact s aie li sted i n  Tab le�  5 and 6 .  The aver age of e�ch of th� 
trace el ement s �or the samp les  of  each � eposit  wa s t aken . and t abu lated 
( see Tabl e 7 )  to fac i l i t ate  ·in � he corre latio n of the depo sit s with  each 
other and wi th the a rt i f act s .  
Genera l ly ,  the t race · e l ement  compo si t io n  o f  the rock s i n  each 
deposit  i s  quite s imi l ar (Table  7 } . Seven of . the depo s i t s  have an 
average chromi um co ntent between  1 800 and 2300 ppm . The Blue Ro ck Road 
deposit  has o�ly 969 ppm chromi um whi le  .the Asbe sto s Mi ne · and Asbest o s  
' ' " ne #2 deposits average 5685.and 57 25 ppm chrbmi um , re spect ive ly . · The 
nickel c� nt erit · i s  fairly con s i s t �n=  amo ng the depoii t s , wi th  t he average 
cont ent ranging from a low o f  1026 ppm for  the She l to n  Mi ne to a high of 
2 1 33 ppm f or the Blue Rock depo s i t . The av erage ma nganese co nt ent of 
the deposi ts i s  a l so general ly : n� same ,  ranging f rom 987 ppm to 1 7 3 1  
ppm, with the except io n o f  �he A s � � stos  Mi ne # 2  depo sit  whi ch has dn  
average of  only  570 ppm . The t i : a � : um co nt e nt di splays  the gteat est  
dif ference amo ng the  depo si t s .  ��: �e  depo si t s , B l ue Rock Road , Asbe sto s 
Mi ne , �nd Asbestos Mine · #2 ,  con: � : �  no detectab le t it anium . F ive 
depo s i t s have an average of  l e � �  : :: =·n 250 ppm Ti ! whi l e  the Wat e r mr� ll o n 
Branch and the . She l t 6n Mi ne de r : i _ : ; cont ai n  average ti tanium co nt e nt s 
of 800 and 1863 ppm , re specti '  , _  A l l of  the She lt� n Mi ne samp l�s 
co nt a i n  a�prec iable  amouht s oi : _ - i - : um .  r a ngi ng f rom . 1 100 to 3 100 ppm . 
TABLE 5 .  X-ray fluore sc enc e analy se s o f  t he depos its. 
Samp l e  cu Cr Mn Ni --
Leicei st er 
1-S io < 3> * 2375( 303) 1480( 330 ) 1620( 585 ) 
i'-M 3( 1 )  2425( 307 ) . 955( 221)  1340( 48 6 )  
1-S-C 7 ( 2 ) 2000 ( 260) 1425( 327 ) 1_580( 566 ) 
Waterme llon 
Branch 
2�R 7( 2 )  3125( 384) 1040( 2.38 ) 1500( 5.38 )  
2-L 0( -20) 1575( 21 2 )  210( 649 ) '  18 1 0( 649 ) 
i-F 0(-8 )  850( 134 ) 1710( 393) 800( 29,0)  
She l to n  Mi ne. 
3-A 0( -1 8 )  14·25 ( 198 ) 410 ( 90) 1700( 608 ) 
3 1
°
4( 4) 2150( 276)  1660( 372 ) 1310( 47 3) 
3-N 45( 14) 2450( 310 ) 1300( 299 ) 480( 18 2 )  
.3-W .33( 10) 1525( 208 ) 1600( 367) 620( 228 ) 
B lue  Rock 
Road 
4-M 30( 9 )  82.5 ( 1 44 ) 1000( 229 ) 2040( 730) 
4-F 7 ( 2) 0( 47 )  1040( 238 ) 1360( 491 )  
4-N 0( -5) 157.5 ( 213) 1015( 233) 1600( 576) 
4-S 7( 2 )  1475( 202 ) 133�( 304 ) 2160( 771)  
Blue  Rock 
5-A 10 { 3) 2000( 260}  1240( 284) 2020( 724) 
5-B ' 0( -3)  . 28 25 ( 3.5 2 )  1460(335 ) 2 1 80( 779 ) 
5-C .  0 ( -1 )  1900( 250)  1250( 28 6 }  2 200( 787)  
====· 
Rb Sr  
14( 8 )  12 ( 3) ·  
2 ( -5) 16( 6 ) 
8 ( 2 ) 22 03) 
0 ( -7 )  . 7 ( -4)  
26( 22 ) 22 ( 13) 
8 ( 2 )  25( 16) 
1 ( -6) 10( 1 )  
8 ( 2 ) 20( 9 )  
2 ( -5) 45( 38 )  
20( 16) 16( 6) 
0 ( -14 ) 17( 0) 
3( -3) 12 ( 3) 
. 10 ( 5) · .  12 ( 3) 
20( 16) 10 ( -1 ) 
0( -23) 11 ( 2 )  
2 ( "'.""5) 0( -1 1 )  
8 ( 2 )  6 ( -6 )  
Ti Zn 
100( 21 ) 338 ( 93) 
100( 22 )  262 ( 7i )  
20 ( 1 3 )  200 ( 61� )  
1 600( 176) 338 ( 93) 
0( 5) 180( 60) 
9600( 688 ) 318 ( 89 ) 
i 100( 9 1 )  1 80 ( 60 )  
1550( 121 ) 228 ( 70 )  
1700( 131 ) 338 ( 93)  
3100( 228 ) .3 24 ( 90) 
O( 1 4) 9 1 < 42 )  
0( 16) l/..+3( 5 2 )  
0 (  10) 167 ( 57 )  
0( 11 ) 185( 61 ) 
11 0( 1 9) 9 6 ( 42 )  
110( 18 ) 8 1 (  39 ) 
7 0( 1 6 )  67 ( 3 6 )  
- -..:::.= . 
Zr 
0 ( - 1 )  
0( - 1 7 ) 
O(  1 )  
0 ( -5 )  
O ( l )  
0( 7 1 )  
0( 2 )  
0( 2 )  
0 ( -6 )  
0( 22 ) 
0 ( 6) 
0 ( -26) 
0( 3). 
0 ( - 1 1 )  
0( -2 )  
0( -1 2 )  
0( 0 )  
TABLE 5 .  ( Cont inu ed ) 
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Samp le- Cu Ct 
--=:=...-=:".� !.:: ::: �-::··-:::;::-.- . .. 
Mn N i  
-------· ·  "'----------------------------
C r abt n�e 





· 1 3 ( 4 )  . 0 (- 2 )  
7 ( 2 )  
0 (-5 ) . 
· 2775 ( 346 ) 
2050( 267 ) 
2050( 265 ) 
20 25 ( 262 )  
540( 1 2.3 ) .  · 1  (t80(  5.33 ) 
9 20 ( 2 [ 2)  2080 ( 7 39 ) 
1 2 1 0 ( 278 ) 2200 ( 786 )  
1740( �00 ) 1 900 ( 68 1 ) 
Rb 
'• ( -2 )  
O(  --8 } 
7 ,  1 )  
0 ( ·-9 ) 
� --. . --·--
Sr  
7 < - 1 )  
6 ( - 4 )  
30 ( 4� ]  
9 ( - 2 ] 
'f j 
400 ( .39 ) 
1 oo<  20r 
.,O ( L S )  
500 .5 )  
:-..::.:-:-:-· ·�,:.; ��;..- �  
Zn Z:.  
101• l ,'-i f> }  0( 20 ) 
J.05 � ,4 4 )  O l  · - 1 0 )  
� f. :  .�Q ) O , ·- 10 ) 
1 29 . , :n · 0 ( ->3 � 
,---------�----------------------------·-,··-·----�-· -�···----·�- ·  ·-·-- . ·�- - - ···-·------ . - ----·-
Hammet � G r
.
eve 
H .. G . ·-2. 
H uG . � 1 0  
! L G .. -· .3 
H � G . - 1 1  
97 ( 28 )  
7 ( 2 ) 
. 7 (  2) 
30 ( 8 )  
2000( 26 1 )  1080 ( 248 ) 
1 75 ( 60) . 27 20 ( 625 ) 
2050( 266 } . i550 ( 356 ) 
1 675 ( 2 2� )  2�60 ( 564 ) 
2 3 20 ( 899 ) 
.3 20( 1 2 2 }  
1060 ( .388 ) 
1 5 20 ( .55 1 ) 
0 ( -8 )  
2 1 0 7 ) 
·H 3 ) 
_) \ u l ) 
2.1 ( 1 S )  0 ( 3 )  100(  ! -� ) 0 1 • 1 0 )  
760(325 ) 1 1 200 ( 805 ) 370 0 0 !. ) 290 '-f08 ' 
5 ( -7 )  lOO( 22 ) � 7 � 1  3� ) 0 · .�0 )  
1 1  ( 2 )  30 ( 1 4 )  1 1 .5 ' � � )  CH U 
. - ... ,_ - . ..-.,·-.-------- ...--.. ... -... ·.-.--�-.a. ----�---· ··T'·-- -�-... --------·- --·-�------
Paceo l et River 
P u R  .. -3 
P .. R « -6 
P. u R , ·=7 
P . R . ,-,8 
As t>,� s t. 0 � Mi ne 
A .  B .. . . 1 
A .  H .. -1� 
A .  L ·-7 
A �  B .. ·-� 
_, ___ ___,, ___ .,. ,... __ 
Asb�  ..� s ·t.. 0  s 
M i n . �  tf ; 
X_c. .. 
X-� :. 
0 ( -4)  
23 ( 7 )  
30 C '9 ) . 
0 ( -8 )  
1 800 ( 239 ) 
21 50( 276 )-
2 1 .soc z75 J 
300 ( 7 .3 )  
920( 2 10 )  · 13 20( 547 ) 
550 ( 1 2 6 )  1 050( .38 3 )  
1:700 ( 390 ) · 1 0.30(  T.5 )  
DSO(  .3 1 1 )  7 20 ( 2,;.9 )  
1 8 ( 1 2 )  
30 ( 27 ) 
. .3 { -1� ) 
0 ( ,- :  2 )  
3 3 ( 24)  
23 ( 1 3 )  
3 1 (  21 .. ) 
t�O ( .3 .3 )  
200 ( 27 )  
100 (  23 ) 
100 ( 22 )  
2050 ( i 55 )  
6.3 ( 1 9 )  8000( 1301. l  2/-t80( 569 }  :,80<' 2 1 S ) 5 (  -· l )  q ( -,2 ) 0 ( 1 0 ) 
.53 ( 1 6 }  38 2.'> (  46 2 )  
56 ( 17 ) 4.550 ( 542 ) 
0( -4)  6 1 2.5 ( 7 16 )  
10 ( 3 )  7025 t 8 1 5 J  
, .0( 1 2 ) . l,tl .. 25 l .5 2.5 )  
"!'--.t 
l S95U6.5 )  '/ 60 ( 2) 7 )  0 ( = 10 )  
1 .1 1 000 l } y/iQ (  JL.,+ ) ! 0 ( 4 } 
1 540( jj ,3 .) .3 200 ( I l i 9") 0 ( •= 1 2 )  
._.;,._� ,e-.,.r-..-�._.-,.t .. _......, ___ 
20 4, 9 ) . 
7 ( 3 ) 
1 2 ( --.1 )  
·-...... - .  
590 ( J 35 }  1 7 30{ � 22 )  0 ( - 1 8 ) 6 ( -� }  
S50 ( 1 26 )  2080( 39 1 )  O C - 1 9 )  1 1 ( 2 ) . 
O ( CJ }  
.0 ( 7 ) 
0 ( 0 )  
OC) }  
O ( & )  
- ... .  
1 20( 4 � ) ·  
67 ( 36 )  
67 ( 16 ) . 
2 28 ( 7 0 )  
200( 6 ,:. )  
� lj  '· /+9 ) 
1 38 r .3 .:, } 
6 2 ! 1:> l ) 
�'i O C 7 9 )  
Ul ( ';0 } 
0 ( 3 1 )  
0( = 5 )  
0 1. 6 ) 
l :'-t !} t. 2.'J9 ) 
Q (  -· 1 1 )  
0 (  = 3 )  
0 ( -6 )  
0 ( 7 ) 
-
0 0 )  
0 ( 0 )  
--�---=--·" ___ ._ __ ,,_ ___ _ __ .. 
. 
. -- ----.--- -,;.---..---.,.-------·---- ·-·----- t, 
TABLE 5 . .  ( Cont inued ) 
4:: ... =-:.=--;:-.-;:;::=-.... �.....:::-=-..::;::-�--- -.=:�:..-:� ...:::.=.=:::= -
Sarr;-; 1 12 Cu Cr Mn 
; , : ; ,. " L. " L. - t! ,;  ; (.. � � l ') 5r/ ;: 4 : j 
_: -:=: -=--�:':"::'·�-=:-: • ·�:; .. : 
Mi Rb Sr  Ti  2-i  7 ,  
-------------..... --------· --· -- . ·- -·--- - - -
. ·/.'. :  " :  ·,, ; :' ( - ; ) / 7 '  . � i : ', ', ' • � J � ', . • : (· ,  
; 
___ ..,_._ ..... ____.. ___ ,-�-------·---·-- ---
�01 6 30( 9 )  2�25 0 23 ) 1 280 ( 29 3 )  ! '.n0{ 66� )  5 ( - I
°
.) 2s { u .. J 1 00 ( 2 1 }  4·, .. , .H ) O '  - J .' 
---
3 9 %  0 ( -5)  2 200( 28 1 )  1650( 379 ) 1 7 20 ( 6 1 6 )  3-( -3) . 10( l }  .300 ( .'3 1 )  .ll. S (  M� ) 0 - 2 3 )  
- ----�--  .... - - --·-- ·--- ... -·. 
�01 5 23 ( 7 )  2 3 25 ( 27 3 )  1 090 (250) 2 100 ( 7 5 .5 )  4 ( - 2 )  20( 1 1 }  0 ( 9 ) · 143 ( 52 )  Of-5)  
- ·- - ·-::=.-- -.. .  ··- - · �---�·-.... ---.-- · "'·- - · ·--·--- ·-·-· - --- - ·--- --··--··-··-- - --·-··--··_... _ ---·----.... �-· ·- --=---==-.::.:-· -=-=---::· ·. "'::=..:.:.=..-:::. ::.=:;-.::"'...: :-.�-�--- ·- --�-.==..: .:-:. •. 
·*The cp s ·  are g iven  i n  parenthese s .  
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TABLE .6 . X-,ray f l uorescence anal y s e s  of art ifac t s .  
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Co f f ee C rJU nty  
2 :  2 / i+0Cf34 
23 2 1  t+OC: J/" 
6 1 / 40Cf ,3/4-
... � � .'.OC.f 3 '.+ 
3 3 ( 10 )*  
5 3 ( 1 6 )  
23( 7 )  
23 ( 7 )  
4075 ( /+88 ) 
.3500 ( 426 ) 
1 625 ( 218 ) 
7050 ( 26 .5 )  
1 640 ( 37 6 )  7 20 ( -267 ) 
2050 ( 47 1 }  600( 2 1 9 )  
1 700 ( 406 )  1.700( 608 } 
2 1 90( 503)  700 ( 256 }  
7 (  l )  ·20.( 10) 
10 ( 4 }  1 7 ( 7 ) 
· 0 ( -8 )  S ( - 7 )  
0 ( -·: n  9 ( ·-2 )  
1SOO ( l l 7 )  
:�00 { 6 6 }  
0 ( 7 }  
1.000 ( 3 t.+ )  
10.sr  ii.! .. i 
20(.• ( 5L.  J 
i,t ( :) � ;  
20 · • .  h �; ;, 
0( 25 ,: 
C � 6 )  
O ( .  ) )  
o � o '  
- .. ·· ·----·- ------------
'::dmp!::i - ! l Cou nt y 
• '+ -� 1 /+Cp.:> 27 ( 8 )  
Mc nrc -· C' -1unt y 
�08/ 40M:"20 
29 1 ,'.i0Mr 20 
i. f. 6 / :..QM-.c 25 
J. .Ji / !  ..OM : 20 
-- -�-- -,..-··-
M:;,. j i son Cou nty 
t+O C 1 2 )  
20( 6 )  
63 ( 1 8 ) 
0 ( �,2 ) 
� • 7 '7 ' . .  OM i: 1 1 30 � q � 
1 3.50 ( 243)  340 ( 77 ) . 1 3 .10 Ut8 U 6(0}  l ( ,_g ) O( : J )  h �  3 .') I 0 (  l }  
,_ . ._._..._
.,_., �,.---. ... -»_. _____  - ---.-. __._ .  .,.... _ __ _ •-••- . ...--•·• •-- ·· .  ..-.,..- . -...-� ..,.._ . .,......._�� • • - s• .-.,- ,... 1  .. - - ..... _ .. ._...._ .... _ ,__ ., . ,,.  
2 1 7 5 ( 279 } 
2i50 ( 3'.3) 
1 .550 ( 2 1 2 )  
23 25( :?9 6 )  
1,840 ( 422) 
1775 ( 407 ) 
1 5 10 ( 3/ .. 7 )  
1 650( 37l. } 
7 20 ( 26.5 }  1 2 ( 6 }  
8 20 ( 302 )  q( .-.. 7 )  
580 ( 2 1 .5 ) . · 20 (  l 7 )  
840( .309 } 0 ( .,..9 ) '  
25 ( 1 1+ )  
20 ·· ! 0 )  
3-
3
( 2 .5 ) 
1 2 C3 )  
2800 ( 21 9 )  1 S 9 ( 60)  
.3050 ( 227 ) . 276 ' 80 }  
2200( 1 69 )  1 80 ( 2:0 ) 
2) 00 ( 1 60) 10.'.i {  i. � .. ) 
0 ( 5 1 ). 
0 ( 6 2 )  
0 ( 45 )  
[1 ( .,,;3� ) 
--·-- ·- - --·--- _, __  _ , ___ _ ,-- ·--·,-·- -··��- --... -. .. ----� . ....... --·---- . -- �-� �-··· . -�-· -.. -------·-
� .'.300 { 5 .3 . )  3 300 ( 799 ) · 1 880 ( 67 2 )  1 2 1 � )  .35 { �� 6 )  4200 : 30'3 ) 167 ( j ;  ) O( ').5 ) 
�-"" ..- .,._ _  - -- . , .-., __ __ ___ � _._--. •• , .. �.,�.._�..,.. . ..-=- -.- -....... - ----- _.,._. _. _...,., ·------- -=--..,--�r-#1 .._ • . ,. ·  . .----• - .,.,_...._.,. . •- ... ·----•� -. _..,.v.--,.--� ...... --.--.- __ ,. _ __ ...,. ...,...,... • .-.,--.� ..... _. 
Po 1 k  ro u n t y  
: ooa 1 2Pk t 0 ( -9 )  8000 ( 109 6 )  7 20 ( 1 64 )  1380( 498-} 0 ( ,= 10)  9 ( •= 2 )  on 2 ,  484( ! 2 !, ; 0 ( 10 )  
---- -··----·-------- --- ·�------------------. -------------
Brad l ey County 
7 27 1 /By 0 ( -6 )  1 9 25 (  2.1 2 )  1 675 ( 38/.;. )  1000( 3 6 1 -) 
----· --------
0 ( -8 )  5 2 ( 4.5 ) 3350 { 2L7 ) 1 10( ,�S )  
·------·-- ---�-- --
O (  1 1 7 )  
......., � 
TABLE 6. ( Cont inued) 
Samp le  Cu Cr Mn 
Hami 1 t on County 
· 10/66HalO ·o ( -2 )  1925 ( 253)  17 10 ( 39 2) 
29 /Ha20 0 (0) 5125 ( 604) 1690(387 ) 
· l l l-376/7Hal 23 ( 7 )  . 3775( .!453 )  17  50 (  402 ) ' 
28 /Ha29 0 (0) 177 5 (  235 ) 1520 ( 350) 
-
J effer son 
Goun� y 
432 / lJe 30( 9 )  2175 ( 280 )  5 50 (  125 ) 
43.3 / lJ e 0 ( - l l 2500 ( 3 1 5 )  · 805 ( 185 ) 
-
Rhea County 
2Rh41 36 ( 1 1 ) 525 (99 ) 157 5 ( 361) 
Loudon County 
1 44/ 40Ld24 0 ( -2 ) 2800 (349 ) 1250 ( 286) 
Cocke County 
F -12/ 40Ck 0 ( -2 )  '2225 (285 ) · 1050 ( 240) 
*The cps are given in parentheses . 
Ni  Rb . Sr 
1180(427 ) ' 4 ( -2 ) 0 ( -11)  
1 500( 536) 0 ( -9)  20 ( 10 )  
880( 322 )  3 ( -3)  35 ( 28 )  
880( 317 ) 2 ( -5 )  ·3 1 C 23 )  
1180 (425 ) 9 ( 3 ) 1 8 ( 8 )  
2340( 833 ) · 0 ( -8 )  105 ( iO.S)  
1 3 20 ( 475 )  6 (0 )  38 (29 ) 
1890( 677 ) 10 ( 5 ) 16( 7 )  
1060( 387 ) 8 ( 2 ) ' 18 ( 8 ) 
T i  Zn 
3 100 ( 231) 1 52 ( 53 )  
50( 15 )  9 6 ( 42 )  
1750 ( 1 33 )  129 ( �9 )  
2050 ( 1 56)  1 29 ( 80 }  
100 (  18 ) 
280 ( 30)  200 ( 64 }  
1900 ( 1 45 )  67 ( 5 7 }  
750 ( 55 )  62 ( 56 )  
1050 ( 8 5 )  57 ( 55 )  
Zr 
' 0 (90)  
0( 7 )  
0 ( 99 )  
0 ( 163 ) 
0 ( 0)  
O ( O}  
0 ( 34}  
0 ( -11 ) 




TABLE. 7 .  Average t race e l ement . content of  depo si t s  ( ppm ) .  
El ement LCil2 BBR BR . CCk AB AB#2 WBr She l  HG PR 
Cu 22 1 1  3 5 43 25 2 23 45 18 
Cr 2267 969 2242 2225 5625 57 25 2350 1888 1908 2033 
Mn· 1287 1096 1 3 17 1 103 1 73 1  570 987 1 243 1 697 1057 
Ni 1 5 1 3  1790 2 133 19 17 1 370 1905 1 370 1028 1700 1 200 
Rb 8 8 3 3 4 0 1 1  a ·  5 10 
Sr 17 1 3  6 18 1 2  9 18  23 14 30 
Ti 73 0 97 1 50 0 0 800 1863 43 1 33 
Zn 267 147 81 156 1 2 2  200 _279 268 97 . 85 
Zr o · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
�owever ,  the Ti content of the Watermel lon Branch samples display 
greater variation . One sample , 2-L , co ntains no detectable .titanium, 
another sample, 2-F , cont ains 9600 ppm, while still another sample, 
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2-R conL ai ns on l y  1600 ppm .  The heavy mineral content .of 2-R is pre­
dominant ly rutile which accounts for its titanium · content. Sample 2-F 
is composed predominantly of chlorite with minor talc . Chidester ( 1962 ) 
st ated that titanium c�n substitute ·for iron a�d magnesium in chlorite . 
Deer , Howie , and Zussman (1962 ) also st ated that Ti can occur in 
chloriie, substitut ing for Fe and Mg. They give ana lyses of several 
chlorites which cont ain as many as 0 . 138 Ti ions · out of a total of 32 
ions. A heavy mineral separation was not conducted on sample 2-F and 
rutile may be present in it also. 
The Zn , Cu, . Rb, and Sr contents of the rocks in these deposit i · . 
re simil ar, although some . sampl es differ more than others. The average 
zinc cont ent ranges from 81 to 279 ppm , copper from 2 to 45 ppm, 
rubidium from O to 11 ppm , and strontium from 6 to 30 ppm . Zirconium 
was detected in only two samples, H .G .-11 and P . R . -8 ,  both of which · 
consist predominantly of chlorite . 
The t race element composition of the artifacts is similar to that 
of the deposits (see Tab le 8 ) .  Like the deposits, C!, Mn, Ni, and Ti 
are the mo st  abundant trace e lements , with minor Zn. Very sma�l. amounts 
of Cu, Rb, and Sr are present while Zr was not detected . The titanium 
co ntent displ ays the greatest range among the art ifacts. It r anges 
from ari average of 1 9 0  ppm for the Jeffer son County artifacts to a high 
of 4200 ppm for the Madison County art ifact . 
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TABLE 8 .  Average trac e e l ement content of s e l ected artifacts ( ppm). 
··--
Ele .  . 40Cf34 40Mr Ha lJ e 85Vt 40Ld 40Ck 4Cp5 40Mi 2Pk l By 
�u 33 31 · 6 15 36 0 O · 27 30 0 0 
Cr 28 13 2200 3650 2338 525 2800 2225 1850 4500 80oo+ 1925 
Mn 19 1 3  1 694 1668 678 1575 1 250 1050 340 3300 7 20 1675 
N i  930 740 1187 1760 1320 1890 1060 1330 1880 1380 1000 
Rb 4 8 2 5 6 10 8 6 12 0 0 
Sr  13  24 22 62 38 16 18 1 35 9 52 
Ti 825 2538 1738 190 1900 750 1050 0 4200 0 3750 
Zn · 144 18 5 127 200 . 67 62 57 62 167 48 4 l lO 
Zr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Since _art ifac ts from ·the same county come from the same or f rom 
sites which are located near each other , the average of their data was 
takeri and tabulated in Table 8. 
The Coffee County artifacts ( 40Ct 34) are characterized by 
relatively high contents of Cr and Mn . Cr averages 281 3  ppm and · Mn 
. . 
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averages 19 13  . · Also notable is the low Ni concentration, which averages 
only 930 ppm . However , one Coffee County artifact has · a Ni content of 
1700 ppm . One of the Coffee County artifacts contains no detectable Ti , 
· while the other three have · Ti_ concentrations of 100, 10(?0, and 1500 ppm . 
The Monro� County .art if acts ( 40Mr ) , are quite similar to each 
other i n  tr�ce element composition . The Cr content of these artifact� 
averages 2200 ppm and ranges from 1550 to 3750 ppm , Mn averages 1694 ppm 
and ranges from 1510 to 1840 ppm, Ni averages· 740 ppm and· ranges . from 
580 to 840 ppm, and the Ti content averages 2538 ppm , ranging from 2100 
to 3050 ppm . The relative ly low Ni and relatively high Ti concentra­
tions are the most distif)guish�ng characteris�ics of th�se artifacts. 
The Hamilton County artifacts (Ha) , exhibit more diversity in 
their trace element coricentration than the Monroe County artifacts . The 
Cr content of the four ar�ifacts ayerages 3650 ppm a�d ranges fro� 1775 
to 5 125 ppm . Two of the artifacts , 10/ 66Ha l0 and 28/Ha29 , contain 1925 
and 177 5  ppm Cr, respective ly , while the ot her two artifacts , 29 /Ha20 and 
III-376 /7Hal , contain 5125 and 3775 ppm Cr, ' respectively . This distinct 
dif ference in er· content between the �rtifacts �ay be � reflection of 
thei r mineralogy . Artifacts 10/66Ha20 and 28/Ha29 consist _ o� talc, 
tremo lit e-actinolite , and chlo.r i. t e ,  whi le artifacts 29 /Ha20 and I I I -376 / 
7Hal consist of talc , ant hophylli te , and chlorite . The Hamilton County 
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art ifacts may. have come f rom different deposits .  
Two artifacts from a site in Jefferson County (lJe) were analyzed 
and with the exception of Ni the·y contain essentially the sam·e trace 
element concant rations . Their Cr content ranges from 2175 to 2500 . ppm , 
Mn ranges from 550 to 805 ppm , Ti from 100 to 280 ppm , and Ni from 1 180 
to 2340 ppm . The low Mn content is the most distinguishing trace 
element feature of t hese artifacts . . .· .. 
Seven other artifacts, all from different counties, are also 
listed in Table 4, pag.e 21 . As can be. seen from Table. 4, the most dis­
tinguishing characteristic of artifact 85Vt is its low Cr content of 
only 525 ppm. · Artifact 1008/ 2Pk l is characterized by· a relatively high 
concentration of Cr, containing moi-e th�n 8000 ppm , and a fow Mn content 
of 720 ppm. Arti:fact 4Cp5 from Campbell County also · has a low Mn con­
tent, only 3�0 ppm. However , unlike the Polk County artifact , its Cr 
content is only 1850 ppm , a content characte tistic of several depo sits. 
The Madison County artifact, 40Mi , has relatively high Cr, Mn , and Ti 
contents, with Cr being 4500 ppm , Mn being 3300 ppm, and Ti equaling 
4200 ppm. These concentrations are unlike t hose of any of the deposit � .  
Artifact 727 1 / By i s  characterized by a relativel� high Ti content , 3750 
ppm , with the ot her t race e lement s being near the ave·rage for rock from 
this type of deposi t .  The trace element content of the Loudon County , 
40Ld, and Cocke County , . 40Ck, artifacts - a!e quite similar . These 
artifacts are also mineralogically si�i lar in that neither cont ains 
amphibo le . However , the Cocke County artifact cont ains more talc than 
the Loudon Co�nty artifact does . 
CHAPTER V 
INTERPRETAT ION OF DATA 
I ntroduction 
Based on petr�graphic and spectrographic analyses it is possible 
to distinguish between many of the deposits and to determine whether 
. . 
they ·are possible sou!ce areas for the soapstone artifacts. _ However , 
the results of this study are not conclusive enough to state for c�rtain 
that a specific deposit is definite ly the source area for any �ing le 
artifact. Some of the ariifact� which came from a iiven site show 
distinctive mineralogical and/or textura l differences·. This . may suggest 
that they originated in more than_ one source area (soapstone deposit> . 
Alternatively, such artifac_ts may simply reflect su_ch -variations that 
may occur . in a single deposit, such as the Watermel lon Branch deposit 
(see descriptions in Appendix C) . The data does ·suggest that some of 
the . deposits are not likely source areas while others could be source 
areas • . The data ·also suggest that the deposits were derived from the 
alteration of ultrabasic igneous rocks rather than from metasomatized 
. carbonate rocks. 
Attempts to Correlate Some Ar_tifacts 
and Deposits Studied 
Of the deposit s studied severa l show similarities to some of  the 
artifacts but only two deposits, Shelton Mine and Watermellon Branch, 
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exhi bi t enough simi l arities with., some of the artifacts to be considered 
as possibie source areas. Artifacts 144/40Ld24, Fl2/40Ckll , 10/66Ha20 , 
28/Ha27 , and the four Monroe County (Mr )  artifacts exhibi.t several 
charac ter i st ics which are similar to those of the Shelton Mine and 
Watermellon Branch deposits (see Table 9 ) . 
The main di stinction between the Shelton Mine ·samples and the 
artif acts is the absence of chlorite porphyroblasts an� minor · anomalous 
blue biref ringent �hlorite from the artifacts . However , the Shelton 
Mine samples are similar miner1:1-logically and in trace element content 
to artifacts �44/40Ld24. , Fl2/40Ckll, 10/66Ha27 , and the Monroe County 
art if acts (see Table 9 ) . Thus , based on the data it is diff icult to 
state for certain that the Shelton Mine is or is not . a possible source 
area for these artifacts . 
The Waterme1lon Branch samples are also mineralogically and 
spectrographically similar ·to artifacts 144/40Ld24 , Fl2/40Ckll , 
10/66Ha20 , 28/Ha27 and the Monroe County artif acts ( see Table 9 ). Unlike 
the Shel.ton Mi i:ie samples there is no anomalous blue chlorite in the 
Watermellon Branch samples, nor do they contain chlorite po�phyroblasts 
which are characteristic of the Shelton Mine samples. · However , it is· 
difficu lt to cor re l ate the Watermel lon B�anch samples and the ar tif acts 
based on tex·tural ev idence due to the diverse textures displayed by the 
Watermellon Branch samples whi�h range f rom a well-f �liated texture to 
a nonfoliated granob lastic texture . · 
Although the data aren ' t conclusive the Shelton Mine and 
Watermellon Branch sam�les do display several similarities to artif acts· 
144/40Ld24, Fl2/ 40Ckll , 10/ 66Ha20, 28/Ha27, and the 40Mr artif acts . 
TABLE 9 .  Petr6graphic and spect rographic simi l A� - t ies  between the Shel ton Mine and Waterme l lon B� �h 
deposi ts  and several art ifacts . 
Charact er i st ic 
Percent tal c  
Amphi bole 
B i r ef r i ngence 
of Chlorite 
. T extu r e  
Accessory 
mi nerals  





Shelton  Mi ne 
50-80% 
Tr-Act 
gray , mi nor 
anomalou s  b lue 
chlorite por­
phyroblasts 
ru t i l e ,  · apat ite. , 
magnet ite  
1888 ppm 
1 243 ppm 
1028 ppm 
. 1863 ppm 
*Average of four samp les . 




st rong f oli at ion 
to granoblast ic  
rut i le , apat ite , 
magnet ite · 
2350 . ppm 
625 ppm 
1 655 ppm 
· 800 ppm 
1.::==.---.-:. 
1 44/ F- 12 /  1 0/ 28 / 
40Ld 24 40Ck l l  66Ha20 Ha27 40Mr* 
60-65% 80-85% 30-40% 30-40% 70-80% 
Tr-Act Tr-Act Tr-Act Tr-Act Tr-Act 
gray . gray gray gray gray 
non- non- non- non- non- · 
foliated fo l iat ed f o l iated foliated fo l i ated 
magne- magne- magne- magne- magne-
t i te ·tite t ite t i te ·tite 
2800 ppm 2225 ppm 1 925 ppm 1775 ppm 2200 ppm _ 
1 250 ppm 1050 ppm 1710  ppm 880 ppm 2694 _ ppm 
1890 ppm 1000 ppm 1 180 ppm 880 ppm 740 ppm 




Ba sed on  the dat a
.
of thi s st udy the She l i on Mine and Waterme llon Bra nch 
!posi t s  cari be ion sidered pos sible source area s for· these art�fact s .  
I n summary , on  the. ba si s of spectrographic and petrographic 
analyse s i t  appea r s  that only 8amp les from the Watermellon Branch and 
Shelton Mine Deposit s have mineralogies and trace elemerit concentrations 
compar able to any of the artifacts ; i. e. , 144/ 40Ld24, Fl2/40Ckll , . 
10/66Hal0, 28/Ha27 , and the Monroe County artifacts (40Mr ).  The arti facts 
could have come from either of these deposits or a similar deposit. 
However, the evidence i s n' t conclu sive . . 
The other artifacts may have similaritie s either petrographically 
or in trace element content, but not in both , which indicate s that the· 
other artifacts �f thi s study probably did not come from any of the 
, deposit s examined i n  this study. On the basi s of trace element. content 
it i s  apparent that all of the artifacts exhibit tr ace element content s 
�imilar to those of soapstone s derived from ultramafic rock s . In search­
ing fo·r the source area of these artifacts, deposit s of ultramafic origin 
should be given pr ime consideration . 
Paragenetic Sequence 
Textural evidence suggests that the mi ner als of the deposits did 
not form at th.e same time . Each depos'it i s  characterized by alteration 
features . The amphiboles ,  tremolite-actionolite and anthophyllite , often 
occurred original ly a s  euhed ral to subhedr�l grains which are not 
parti�lly altered to talc and/or chlorite . Such pseudomorphs ( talc 
and ch l orite after amphibo les )  occur in many of the �eposits . Thi s 
suggest s that the amphi bo les are among the ear lie st-formed . mi ner:al s. It 
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mai wel l be that py roxenes and/or olivine or serpentine preceded the 
ormatio n of amphiboles ( somewhat like Bowen ' s  Reaction s·eries for 
igneous rocks) but evidence for these minerals is not preserved either 
textura l ly or by armo red relicts · preserved in the rocks . Talc is often 
found cutting across and replaci rig chlorit� indicating _that at l�ast 
some of the talc was formed later than the chlorite . Biotite, when 
present , appears to be later than the amphiboles , but ear fier than the 
chlorite . Some of the biotite grains appear to be pseudomorphs after . 
amphibole . Thus, the paragenetic sequence is as follows : · amphiboles 
formed "earliest" (at least the oldest species preserved ) , · then bioti te , 
chlorite, and talc formed last. This sequence indic·ates an environment . 
of decreasing te�perature , similar to the one described bf H�si ( 1933) , · 
and Chidester . (1962 ) , for the soapstone deposits �f Virginia and Vermont , 
espectively , which they attribute to hydrothermal alteration of 
_ ultramafics. 
Comparison with Metamorphic Facies 
The mineral assemblages which comprise the deposits examined iri  
this study can be expre.ssed · gr aphically by ACF diagrams which i llust rat� 
the physical and chemical conditions. under whic� they were formed . 
The assemblage talc, tremolite-actionolite, and · chlor.ite , 
char acteristic of four deposits studied , occurs under physico-chemical 
conditions comparable to the greenschist facies . of Barr�vi�n regional 
metamorphism. Within the greenschist facies , this a ssemblage occurs in 
the quartz-a lbite-epidote-biotite su bf acies, which · begins at a 
temperature around 450-470°C and ends with the disappear·ance of 
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actino l i t e  at · approximately 500°C (Wi nk l er , 1967) . . Winkler ( 1967) 
noted that the assemblage ,' talc + actinolite + chlorite ± biotite ± 
quartz i s  character i stic of metamorphosed ultrabasic roc�s  at cond itions 
of. thi s su.bfacies . The .as semblage of ta l c, chlor ite, and tremolite­
actinoli te occur s  in the FeO-M�O corner of the quartz-albite-epidote­
biotite ACF di agram (Figure 2) . Two of the dep·osi t s , Leicei ster #2 and 
Hammett Grove, contain approximately 10 percent biotite which indicates 
that these deposits have a higher potas sium content . than the other 
deposits . Such mineral  as semblages can be _ expres sed using A ' KF di agrams 
(Thompson , 1957) . · 
The deposits composed of . talc, chlor ite, and an�hophyllite have a 
mineral a s semblage which i s  stable at higher_ temperatures and pres sures 
(compar able to a slightly higher grade of · metamor.phi sm ) than the talc , 
chlor ite, tremolite-act inoli te assemblage . In Barroyian metamorphi sm, 
·anthophyllite does not form until the alm��dine-amphibolite . facies i s  
reached, occurring in . the staurolite-almandine subfacies (Figure 3 ) .  
Chlorite and talc are not normally stable under the conditions of thi s 
subfacies (Winkler ,  1967>" , but as stated in the previous section , the 
mineral as semblages of these deposits are not in· equil�brium , . as 
evi denced by the later alteration of �he anthophyllite . to talc and 
.chlor ite .  The presence of reli c;t anthophyllite sugge sts that t�e 
phy sical conditions of the staurolite-a lmandine subfacies were reached 
and maintai ned for sufficient time for anthophyllite to form in · suf­
fici ent .quantities and of sufficient s ize to be preserved even though 
later a lterat ion took p lace . Whet her these conditions were reached 
during the period of cooling of the ult ramaf i c  intrusioris or dur ing 
Pyrophyl lite 





T rem o lite F 
FIGURE 2 .  ACF diagram for the ·quartz-albite-epidote-biotit�-subfacies 









Diopside Trernolite f . 
FIGURE 3 .  ACF diagram for the staurolite-almandine subfacies of the 
almandine-amphibole f ac.·�es. 
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a subsequent reheating of such a body cannot be determined from the 
available evi dence . 
Natu re of the Parental Roc k · 
· There are ·two genetic types of ialc deposit s ,  one formed by the 
alteration of siliceous car bonates and another which involves the 
hydrothermal alteration of a mafic or ultramafic  body . The data of 
thi s  study sugge st that the deposits of this study were formed by the 
latter process . 
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Petrographically ; the absence of carbonate minerals from the 
samples stu di ed _i s  difficult .to explain if  these deposits were produced 
by the metamorphi sm of sili ceous carbonates .  Miyashiro 0973 , p. 272) 
i n  a discussion of the progressive · metamorphism of si liceous carbonates 
itated "Under· most C02/H2o ratios, talc is  the first mineral to form in 
metamorphosed .sili ceous dolomit ic limestones :  3 �o�omi�e + 4 quartz = 
H2o + 3 calcite + 3C02 + 
·1 talc. Thus, · according to Miyashiro, the 
formation of talc by metamorphism of a siliceous dolomitic limestone 
results in the formation of talc and calcite . 
The absence of carbonate minerals in the thin sections studied 
· al so suggest s that the hydrothermal fl�ids must have been low in co2 . 
Carbon dioxide metasomatism of a mafic or ultramafi c  rock should result 
in the formation of talc and a carbonate mineral as expressed by 
Turner ( 1948) in the following reaction ; 
serpent ine . + 3C02 = talc + 3 m�gnesite + 3H20 
Silica met a somati sm of an ultramafic rock results only. in the formation 
of talc , which Turner ( 19b8 ) expressed by the fol lowing reaction : 
serpentine + Si02 = talc + MgO + H20 (MgO and H20 
be ing removed in  solution) 




replacement of serpentine by ta.le is seen in the reaction zones of 
chl�ri te schist that commonly form· i_n rock adj acerit to bodies of fi,er­
pentine that have been so ·affected ( by �ilica metaso�atism>. 1 1  The above 
reaction would account for the absence of - carbonate minerals in the 
samples of this repor � .  Turner - (19 48 )  also stated that the parent rock 
need not be serpentine, but that unserpentinized . per;dotites may also 
be converted to soapstone either directly or by ·an int_ermediate stage of 
hydrothermal metamorphism marked by transitory development of actinolite­
chlorite .  Thus, the deposits in which talc, _chlorite, and tremolite­
actinolite comprise the mineral as�emblage , may be examples of this 
ransition stage since th� samples �how evidence of the ·alteration of 
actinolite and · chlorite to talc. Float blocks . consisting almost entirely 
of chlori te, were found at several of the deposit s  and may repre sent 
the reaction zone where magnesia is expelled during metasomatism, as 
described by Turner (1948) . 
Silica met asomatism cou ld also account for the· deposits in which 
talc, chlorite ; and anthophyllite comprise the mineral assemblage . Bowen 
and Tuttle ' s  studies (1�49 ) showed that the addition of silica to 
inthophyllite can result in the formation of talc : 
3 anthophyllite + 4 si lica + H2o = 7 _ talc 
They concluded that ant hophyllite w"i 1 1  develop as an intermediate phase 
in the fo·rmation of talc from anhydrous mat erial . Fyfe ( 19 6 2 )  in his 
st udy of the relative stability of talc , anthophyllite, and enstatite , 
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chowed that i t  ·is possible to cqnvert enstatite + quartz to anth�phyl-
ite in the ·presence of water at temperatures near 760°C at 1 K b  
pressure . Yoder (1952) and Roy and Roy ( 1 9 5 5 ) conclude� that · antho­




o only in water­
deficient regions . Yoder 0952 , · p .  612) .also stated that anthophyllite 
will remain stable at temperatures below 660°C in wat�r-deficient 
systems . This evidence indicates that · the talc , chlorite, . anthophyllite 
deposits of this study could b� u ltramafics altered by silica meta­
somatism i n  a water-deficient system ._ 
· X-ray spectrographic data also support an origin by alteration of 
ultramafic rocks for the deposits of this study. As can be seen in 
Table 10 , most of the .deposits contain appreciable amounts of Cr , Mn , 
and Ni . Although carbonate rocks may contain Mn , they typ.ically ·don • t · 
mtain Cr and Ni in the amounts . present in the ·deposits of this study . . .. . . 
Comparison of the average trace element content of the deposits w�th 
that of the U . S .G . S .  Rock Standards (see Tables 10 and 11) makes it' 
evident that the deposits of this study have trace element compositions 
comparable to those of the peridotite (PCC- i) and duni�e (DTS-1) 
standar9s . 
Chidester • s  studies ( 1963 ) of some Vermont talc deposits , which 
he attributed to an ultramafic parent rock , rev.�aled a trace element 
content ( see Table 12 )  similar to that of the soapstone· samp les in this 
· st�dy . _Although Chidester ' s samples are steatite, · which is composed of 
99 percent talt, they do show a strong resemblance to the trace element 
content in the deposits of this study ; 
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TABLE 10 . Average _ t race e l ement content of  deposi t s  ( ppm) . 
E le . Ld/2 BBR BR CCk AB ABl/2 WBr She l HG PR 
Cu, 22 1 1  3 5 43 25 2 · 23 45 18 
Cr 2267 969 2242 2225 5625 5725 2350 1888 1908 2033 
Mn . 1287 1096 1317 1103 1731 570 625 1243 1697 1057 
Ni 151_3 1 790 2 133 · 1917 1370 1905 1655 1028 1700 1200 
Rb 8 8 3 3 4 · 0 1 1  8 5 10 
Sr 17 13 6 18 · 12 · 9 18 23  14 30 
Ti 73 0 97 150 0 0 800 186 3  43 133 
Zn 267 147 8 1 · 156 122 200 259 268 97 85 
Zr 0 0 · o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 











Average trace e l ement cont ent of the  U . S .G . S. Rock 
St andards . 
G-2 GSP- 1 
10 . 7  35 . 2  
. 9 .o 13 . 2  
265 326 
6 . 4  10 . 7  
234 343 
463 247 
3030 4322 . 5  
74 . 9  143 
3 16 544 
AGV- 1 
63 . 7  
12 . 9  
728 
17.8 











0 . 3· 
62. 5 
53 
· - -·-··--·--· 
DTS-.1 





47. 5  




16 . 3  
1350 
15 . 0  
72 . 8  
345 




TABLE 12. Trace element cont ent of steatite samples from Vermont talc 
deposi t:s ( ppm).  
Element CA-8 CA-3 .W-23 
C r 2000 .ppm 2500 ppm 2000 ppm 
Mn 700 ppm 1500 ppm 700 ppm 
Ni  1600 ppm 1500 ppm 1600 ppm 
Ti  . 200 ppm 100 ppm 100 ppm 
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Other evidenc e supportin_g ul_tramafi c . �arent�l rocks include the 
abundance of ultramafi c intrusions in the area of the deposits, and 
Bent zen ' s  ( 197 2) study of severai of the soaps�one deposits · of North 
Caroli na, three of which were analyzed ·in· this study . Bentzen stated 
that the _ magnetites from t�e deposi ts ar� chromium bearing and that the 
deposits have a F�/Mg rat io  very similar to the dunite intrusions of. 
North Carolina .  
Based on the_ available data, the hydrothermally altered ultra­
mafic  6rigin appears to best . fi t  the deposits studied her�. 
Recommendati ons for Future Studi es 
In this study pressed pellets were used for X-ray spectrographic 
�nalysis . The pellets were made from samples which had been - sieved io 
220 mesh . However , these samples still consisted of g·ra�ns whi ch may 
have microabs�rption effeits . To insure greater uniformity of samples 
in future analyses of this  type, it  would be advisable to fuse- �he 
sample prior to pelletizing _ and to add a heavy absorber .to reduce 
matrix effects . 
Also , in future studies it might be benefic ial to analyze the 
opaques in greater detai l .  The e lemental cont ent of the opaques mi ght 
differ f rom deposit to deposit and could . aid in distinguishing between 
the deposits . · This coultl also aid in interpreting the origin of deposits · 
since chromiu� ri ch magnetites might explain the scarcity of chromite 
in the deposits of the t�pe analyzed in this study . 
Al l o� the depo sit s ana l yzed i n  thi s study are loc ated i n  North 
a.irnd South Caro l i na .  S i nce these ·d epo s i t s  are . separated f rom the 
art i f act s i te s  ·in Tenne s see by . the Appa laichian Mount ai n s , i t  wa s sug­
ge sted by o ne of the Facu lty Commi t t ee member s  ( D r . Lar s'o n )  that i n  
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any future· stud y  i t  mi ght be be nef i c i a l  to ana l yze depo s i t s  whi ch wou ld  
have been more ac c e s sible t o  . the  I ndians , s·uch as the  soapstone depo s i t s  
of Georgi a a nd Vi rgi n i a . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING PEAK INTENSIT IES 
The equati.on ; 
.. ( 2Q - 20 ) ( X _:_ X ) C b C a 
Q = � - ( X c 
- ( 
· ( 2Q - 2Q ) ) C a 
was devised to determine the cps value at a peak po sitio� minus the cps 
background value at that same peak po sition. The equation wa s derived 




















the angu lar 
cps value at the peak po si�ion 
cps value for background at the angular 
posit�on 
po sition 
background value at the· peak position where : 
















F i r st the program determi nes the mean value of the cps for each 
of the angular - pos_i tions of peak and_ bac�ground . Then using these mean 
values it determines the background · value at the peak position (Z) . 
This value (Z) is then subtr�cted from the mean cp·� value at· the 
· peak position (X
b
) givin� the· _cps val_ue of the peak (Q) . Thus the ._cps 
value of · the peak mi nus  the background value at that p� sitio� is derived . 
The equation is based on the principle of similar triangles .· With 
the slope and angles of similar triangles being the s4me, the ratio of 
the sides are.the same also . The equation i s  based on the ratio of line 
Xe -
.
xa to 2Qc-20a 
and Xe - Z to 2Qc - 2Qb ' with Zxc2Qb and XaXc
2Qa . 
representing the similar triangles . 
Th� equation was derived as follows : 
( 2Q C 2Qb) ( X c Z ) 
· . 
------ = ----
(2Q - 2Q )  (X - X )  
c a c a 
( 2Q .  2Qb) (Xc - X ) 
= 
C a 
( 2Q 2Qb) (Xc - X ) a 
(X  
Cros s multiplication gives you the equation : 
- Z) ( 2G - 2Q )  Dividing both sides by the 
C C . .  a right side gives you : 
1 Multiplying both s ides by (X  - . Z) gives = you : (X  - Z)(2Q - 2Q )  C 
C C a 
(2Q 2Qb) (Xc X ) C a ( X  Z )  Subtracting X from both sides gives ;:: you : { 2Q - 2Q. ) C 
C a 
(2G - 2Qb) (X - X )  C C a X = -Z Multiplying both sides by - 1  gives you : 
X C 
(2Q - 2Q ) C a C 
(2Q - 2Qb ) (X X )  ( --c _____ c ___ a_. -) = Z 
( 2Q - 2Q )  C a 
APPENDI X "" 
The f o l lowing co t re la: icn  curv e s  l F i gu r e &  ·4 through 1 2 )  were 
u sed to convert cp s read i ngs  �b: ai ned f �c� X-ray f luore scence to ppm . 
The U . S .G . S .  Rock Standard s lFl anagan , 1 9 b � ) we.re u sed a s  the standard s  
for the curve s . · A be st f i t l i ne for  each � l eme nc i s  p lotted ; Con­
fidence l eve l s  of 50 percent and 90 perc� nt are al so p lotted for  each 
curve to  aid in i l lust rat i ng the range fot each e lement . 
In the curves the f o l l ow i ng symbo l s  a r e  u sed : 
= Be st F i t  Li ne 
· -- -- -- --
-- --
- - - - - - - - -
50 perc ent Co nf idence  Level  
- .  90 _ perc ent Conf i dence Level  
















F IGURE 4 .  Correlat ion curve for copper . 
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F IGURE 7 .  Cor re l at i o n  curve for  nicke l .  
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPT IONS OF DEPOSITS AND ART IFACTS 
Introduction 
The d�scr�ptions of the soapstone deposits and artifacts which · 
follow are based on X-ray diffraction .and petrographic analysis . ·Each 
deposit was found to consist essentially of one of two mineral suites, 
the first consisting primarily of anthophyllite, . talc, and chlorite , 
and the second composed of tremolite-actinolite, talc, and chlorite. 
Six of the deposits studied consist of the anthophyll�te, talc, chlorite 
assemblage . They include the Leiceister 112, the Blue Rock Road, the 
Blue Rock, the Crabtree Creek, the .Asbestos Mine, and the Asbestos Mine 
/12 . The Shelton Mine ;· the Watermellon Branch, the Paceolet River, and 
the Hammett Grove deposits consist of the tremolite-acti-nolite, talc, 
and chlorite assemblage . · Although there are essentially only two distinct 
mineral suites which comprise these deposits, the minerals of each deposit 
- exhibits distinctive characteristics such as pleochroism, texture, the 
kind of accessory minerals present, _and the relative mineral percentages 
which make up a deposit . In the descriptions . which follow, the term · 
porp�yrob tast is used in reference to gr�ins which a�e distinctively 
larger than the other grains in the section and it does not imply a 
�articul�r origin . �ercentages given for each . mineral. (in volume percent) 
_are based on visual estimates . Sizes and size ranges were measured using 
a calibrated eyepiece micrometer . The full extent of each deposit is 
not known since outcrops · are sc�rce. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF DEPOSITS 
Leicei ster 112 
Leiceister #2 is a small deposit outcropping for approximately 40 
f eet along a road cut in Madison . County , North C�rolina . The deposit is 
composed of 70-80 percent talc , 5-10 percent anthophyllite , 5-10 percent 
biotite , 0-3 percent chlorite , 0-5 percent tremolite , and 1-2 per�ent 
magnetite . The sections contai� porphyroblasts of anthophyllite �nd 
biotite �n a matrix of fine-grained talc . A distinct lepidoblastic 
foliation is exhibited due to the linear arrangement of the biotite and 
anthophyl lite ( se� Figure 13) .  
Talc occurs predominantly as a ·fine-grained mass with the grains 
generally less than 0 . 1 mm in size . However , a · few larger flakes do 
ur and they ap�ear to be pseudomorphs after anthophyllite. Anthd­
phyllite occurs as long prismatic . and irregularly-shaped grains µp to 
1 . 0 mm in length . Many are partially altered to talc . Overall they · 
exhibit a nematoblastic texture . Biotite is present as tabular flakes 
up to 1 � 0 mm in diameter . T_he flakes are pleochroic , ranging from . color­
less to light
.
brown . Although the majority of the flake� exhibit lepido­
blastic textur� , some occur as aggregates of randomly-oriented flakes . 
Chlorite a�counts for only 0-5 pe�cent of the samples studi�d � 
It is present as tabular flakes exhibiting a· colorless to light green 
pleochroism . It occurs most commonly as an alteration product of biotite . 
Magnetite is the do�inant opaque mineral present . It occurs as euhedral 
to irregularly-shaped grains up to 1 . 0  mm in diameter . Iron oxide 
�tains are common along fractures . 
FIGURE 13 . Lepidoblastic texture (paral lel  or subparal lel alignment 
of biotite) . B = biotite, Am = . amphibo le, T = talc . 
( S lide 1-m , plane po larized light. )  Leiceister #2 
depo sit . 
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The Leiceister #2 �� �,� � : :  is distinguished from the other 
deposits stµdied on the �ss 1 �  �f  the occurrence 6£ 5- 10 percent biotit� 
in its mineral assemblag� . ��� Hanunett Grove deposit is the only other 
deposit studied which co·nt � i  �s e.ppreciable amounts of biotite , but in 
the Hammert Grove deposit t rt=!:� l ite-actinolite is the dominant amphibole . 
The pronounced foliatio·n snd t he fine-grained , massive nature of the talc 
are �lso distinctive charsc�� r i stics for . the L�iceister #2 deposit . 
Blue Rock Road 
The Blue Rock Road deposit occurs ·as a small hill approximately . 
50 feet in diameter whi ch outcrops a·pproximately 50 feet east of Blue 
Rock Road in Yancey Count y ,  North Caro'iina. The mineral �ssemb �age con­
sists of talc, chlorite , anthophyllite , magnetite , and hematite. The 
ections studied contained 7 5-90 percent talc, 5-1 5  percent chlorite , 
0-5 per�ent . anthophyl li te, ·and approximately 1 percent· magnetite and 
hematite . The texture .is · s0mewhat foliat�d , consisting of a �atrix of 
talc with the other minera l s  distribut�d randomly throughout·. 
Talc occurs as ta�u l ar .  flakes up to 4 . 0  nun in diameter , some of 
which exhibit microfolds \� i gure 14) � · Two varieties of chlorite are 
present . The dominant v�ri �ry exhibits an anomalous· blue birefringence 
which . is characteristic �f <l n  iron-rich chlorite . The othe� type has a 
greenish-gray birefringe ��� . The anomalo�s birefringent chlorite occurs 
as long , slender, gra ins . ge nera lly · 1 ess than 1 . 0 mm in length. It is 
. pleochroic ranging from �� l 0 r l ess to pale green whereas the gray biie­
fringent variety exhibi t � � st ronger pleochroism, ranging from colorless 
... o dark green . In se,• e 1.· ,� 1  p l aces the two types occur together and the 
F IGURE 14 . 
\ mm 
Large flakes of talc prevalent in the Blue Rock Road 
deposit. T = talc ( Slide 4-N, c rossed nicols). 
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anoma lous bi refri ngent chlori te appears to be replac i ng the other 
ch lorite, and i n  places , talc (Figures 15 and 16). 
Anthophy l l ite occurs as long prismat ic grai ns and as fi brous 
aggregates  up to 2 . 0 mm long. It  ranges in  abundance from only  a trace 
in one sample to 10 percent in another . In most samples it is randomly 
or iented , bu t i n  o ne sample i t  shows a sl ight li neat ion givi ng the 
section a .nematoblast ic  textur� . 
The accessory mi nerals i nc lude magnet i te and hemat i te .  Magnet ite 
is present as euhedra l and irregula� ly-sha.ped grai ns up to 1 � 0 mm i n  
diameter ; Hemati te i s  commonly assoc
.
iated with magnet i te and along 
fractures as a red powder and as red, translucent ·, anhedra l grai ns .  
The Blue Rock Road deposit is d ist i nguished from the other 
deposits on  the basis of the· abundance of talc, and ·o n  the size and shape 
of the talc . Also dist i nct ive is the occurrence of two variet ies of 
chlorite, and the small percent age of - amphibole present (generally less 
than 5 percent ).  
The Blue Rock deposit is located approximately 1· mi le north of  the 
Blue Rock Road depo sit: . I t  occurs as a sma ll  o�tcrop and as numerous 
soapstone bou lders along Blue Rock Road. It is composed predominant ly 
of talc, chlorite, and anthophyl l ite. Tal c  comprises 50-60 perc ent of 
the deposit, chlori te 25-40 percent, anthophyl l i te 5-10  percent, magne­
tite  1 percent, and a t r ace of chromite and hematite . The domi nant 
te�ture co nsists of  grai ns  and flakes of anthophyll ite and ch lo r i te 
set i n  a matr ix  of ma ssive t a l c. The l i near arra ngement of  the 
.zSynrn 
F IGURE 15 . Ac icu l ar fo�m of chlorite . Al so shows a no·ma lou s blue  
var i ety r ep l ac i ng gray birefringent ch lor i t e. AC = 
snoma lous ch lor i t .e , C == gray . ch l o r i  c e , T = t a l c . ( S l ide 
4-S , c ros sed ni co l s .) Blue Rock Road d epo sit . 
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F IGURE 16 . Anoma lous blue chlodte replacing gray birefringen·t 
chlorite . AC = anomalous  chlorite , C = gray birefringent 
chlorite , T = ta lc . ( S l ide 4- s ,  cro ssed nico l s . ) Blue 
Rock Road depo sit .  
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anthophyllite giv es the samples a nematoblastic texture . 
Talc occurs as tabular flakes up · to 1 . 0 nun in diameter and as a 
mass of fine-grained £_lakes, ge nerally · less than 0 . 1 mm in diameter . 
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The fine-grained tal c  gives the sections a massive texture . No obvious 
lineation is exhibited by the talc . .Two varieties of chlorite are 
pre �ent as in th� Blue · Rock Road deposit . However, unlike the Blue Rock · 
Road deposit , the anomalous blue variety . . does not predominat e .  In this 
deposit the gray birefringent variety is the dominant chlorite . It 
occurs as randomly-oriented flakes up to 2 . 0  mm in diameter and displays 
a pleochroism ranging from color �ess to pale green . Most occur as 
aggregates of flakes, many of which appear to co�tain refic fibers of 
antliophyllite . This relic anthophyllite is presen_t as dark gray fibers 
in a black matrix when viewed under crossed nicols . The anomalous blue 
chlorite is always ass6ciated with the gray bire�ringent variety, 
appearing to grade into it . Anomalous blue pleochroism is characteristic 
of ari iron-rich chlorite, such as penninite . 
Anthophyllite occurs as . '!lcicular g�ains up to 2 . 0 mm in length. 
The grains are distributed in a linear fashion giving the se ct ion s · ·a 
nernatoblastic texture . Many of the grains are partially alt ered to talc 
and chlo�ite . A lthough most of . the grains exhibit para ll�l ext �nction, · 
a few grains display incli_ned extinction which .is indicative of ·tremo­
lite . A small tremolite peak was observed
.
in the diffraction pattern of 
one of the samples . 
Magnetit e is the dominant opaque present . It occurs as euhedral 
and ir regu lar ly�shaped grains up to 1 . 0 mm in diameter . A few grains of 
chromite were a lso identified by powder camera analysis of the nonmagne tic 
opaques ;  however , magnetite comprised ·the majority of the heavies. 
Hematite occurs as anhedral , red , t·ranslucent grains and as a fine­
grained red powder . 
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Although this deposit has the same mineral assemblage and is 
located only a short distance from th.e Blue Rock Ro�d deposit , there are 
some features · which distinguish the two . Most distinctive is the dif­
ferences in �he chlorites of the two deposits. In the Blue Rock Road 
deposit the anomalous blue variety is the domin_ant �hlorite , whereas iii  
the Blue Rock deposit it is subordinate to the gray birefringent variety. 
Also ; the chlorite· in the Blue Rock deposit occurs in clusters or aggre­
gates of flakes which gives the samples a green mottled or spotted 
appearance , whereas in the Blue Rock Road deposit t he ch lorite does not 
occur as aggregates but as individual flakes distributed throughout the 
3amples . The percentages of the individual minerals present in each 
deposit also disdnguishes th� two deposits. All of the Blue Rock Road · 
deposits contain at least 75 per�ent talc and. as much as 90 percent in 
some samp les . In the Blue Rock deposit the samples contain less than 
75 percent talc , gener ally 50-60 percent. The Blue Rock Deposit contains 
up ro 40 percent anthophyllite in some samples while the Blue Rock Road 
samples studied contain less than 10 percent anthophyllite. 
· C rabtree Creek 
The Crabtree _ Creek deposit outcrops _ along East Fork Road and along 
Crabtree Creek over a distance of approximately 500 feet in southeastern 
Mit chell County , North Carolina . Beside� outcropping alon� the cr eek 
and road, huge soapstone boulders occur strewri . about the h{llsid e ea st 
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of the . road . The d eposit c onsists of 70-BO · percent t alc, 10-20 percent 
nthophy l lite , 10- 15  percent chlorite, 1 percent magnetite, and a trace 
of hemati te. 
Talc occu1·s as randomly-oriented, tabular flakes up . to .4. 0 uun in 
length and 1. 0 mm in width. Many of the flakes a�e bent and contain 
remnants of anthophyllite. Anthophyllite is present as long prismatic 
grains .up to 2 . 0  mm long and as fibro�s aggregates ·up to 4 . 0  mm long . 
The fibrous. aggrega� es exhibit a light brown color, whereas the long 
prismatic grains are colorless . Most of the f ibrous aggregates are 
partially altered to tal� (Figure 17). Th� anthophyllite di�plays a nema­
toblastic texture giving the sections a distinct f?liation . 
Chlorite occurs as ·tabular flakes up to 1 . 0 mm in  diameter and as 
aggregates of fine-grained flakes . Here , as in the.Blue Rock Road and 
Blue Rock deposit� � two varieties of . chloiite are �resent·, one with an 
anomalous· blue birefringe�c� and another with a gray biref ringence. · The 
maj od_ty of the chlorite .exhibits gray bi:r:efringence, as i n  the Blue 
Rock deposit. Also , as in the Blue Rock deposit , some f l�kes exhibi t, 
bot h varieties. Chlorite is also found replacing anthophyllite . 
Magnetite · occurs as euhedral grai_ns up to 1 . 0  mm in · diameter · 
Hematite is present as red to yellow, translucent grains, generally less 
than 1.0 mm in diameter . Also, an · iron oxide stain is pre sent . 
This deposit resembles the Blue Rock Road and the B lue Rock 
deposits in mineral composition in s�veral ways, bu t i t  d i �fers from them 
in texture and mineral characteristics. Like the B l u e  Rock Road deposit , 
,the Crabtree Creek deposit contains large tabular f l ak e: s r;f  talc up to 
: 4 . 0  mm in diameter. However, unlike the Blue Rock ?�r ... a,j C ": p osit 
• 
.. Z5 1'Y\m 
.FIGURE 17 . F ibroa s anthophyl �ite partially replaced by ·ta lc . 
A =  anthophyll�te , T = talc . (S l ide  6-B , cros sed nlco l �. )  
Crabtre� Creek depc s�t. 
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anthophy l lite is. more abundant i n  the Crabt ree· Creek depo sit . Also, 
the anthophyllite '?ccurs predominantly as  f i brous aggregates, which are 
. . 
not present in the Blue Rock . Road depo sit. Unlike the Blue Rock Road 
depo si_t , chlorite occurs  as aggregates of fan-shaped flakes which give 
the Crabtree Creek samples a spotted appearance ( Figure 18) . The Blue 
Rock depo sit also contains aggr�gates of ch �orite but the ind�vidual 
grains are not fan-shaped, as they are in the Crabtree Creek depo sit .. 
Asbesto s Mine 
This depo sit is lo·cated in northeastern Jackson County, North 
Carolina, . approximately 200 feet s�uth.east of Highway 64 . . Samples were 
collected from boulders of soapstone scattered about 'the ·area, which .is 
approximat�ly 150 feet in ·diameter . Due to recent construction in the 
area, it wa� difficult to tell if the boulders were in place .· The 
samples _ studied exhi bit a foliated texture and have a compo sition rang- . 
i ng from 40-80 percent talc, 10-50 percent anthophyllite ; 5- 10 chlo�ite, 
1 per cent magnetite, and a . trace of hematite . 
Talc is· pre sent as  blade�shaped grains up to 5 . 0 mm long . M�ny 
appear to be p seudomorphs after anthophyllite .  Overall, th� t�lc 
d i splay s  a lepidoblasti c texture . Anthophyllite is present as long, 
pri smatic grains and as fibrous aggregates up to 4. 0 mm in length. Mo st 
exhi bi t a linear airangement, paralleling the talc  lineation, giving the 
sections a nematoblastic texture. Microfolds are common in many ·of the 
f i brous �ggregates (Figure 19), while many of the long, pris�ati c grains 
oc cur in radiating clusters . Much of the anthophyllite is partially 
a l tered to talc . Chlor ite occurs as randomly-distributed grains, mo st 
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F IGURE 18 . Aggregate of f a n-shaped chlor i t e  f l akes . C ','J ny ch lor-ite  · 
( S lide  6�B , c ros sed ni co l s . )  Cr abt ree Cree k d , . , ,q �d t . 
.Z5 mm 
F IGURE 19 . F ibrou s  anthophyl l ite exhibiti ng microfo ld s .  A 
anthophyllite . ( S lide A . B . ,  p l ane po l arized l ight. ) 
From Asbesto s Mi ne depo s i t .  
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of which are pleochr oic , ·r angi ng f r om c o lor l ess to pale green.. The 
chl�r ite  has a _ f irst order gr�y birefringence .  · No an omalous blue 
chlorite was obierved· . 
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Magnetite occurs as euhed ral to irregu larly-shaped. grains up to 
1. 0 mm i n  diameter. Hematit� oc curs as red translucent grains . less than 
1 . 0  mm in diameter . Some . of the samples have a reddish�br own color due 
to extensive . iron oxide staini ng .  
Asbestos Mine #2 
The Asbestos . Mine #2 deposit. is i n  northeastern Jackson C ounty, 
North Car olina , approximately 1/4 mile due east of the Asbestos Mine 
deposit. It. occ urs as a small s oapstone hill approxi�ately 25 feet in 
diameter outcr opping along State Highway 64, j ust west of the Jacks on 
County li ne. Like the Asbestos Mine deposit, this deposit c onsists of 
talc, anthophy llite , chlorite , and magnetite. However, anthophyll ite 
is not as abundant in this deposit as it is in the Asbestos Mine deposit. 
Of the samples studied , talc c omprises approximately 80-90 percent, 
anthophyllite ,  5-l O · percent , chlorite , 5-10 percent , and a trace of 
magnetite and hemati te occurs . 
Talc occurs as tabular and blade-shaped grains up to 3 . 0  mm in 
Jengt h .  The talc is similar in f orm to that f ou nd in the Asbestos Mini 
depos i t ; however ,  the long , blade-shaped f orm is more prevalent in the 
As best os Mine samples than it is in the Asbest os Min� # 2  samples. Also, 
like the Asbestos Mi ne deposit, anthophy llite occur s as  long, pr i smati c 
grai"n� and as f i br ous aggregates, but the l ong, pr i srr.cit i c  f orm is more 
abu ndant in the Asbestos Mine #2 deposit. These ant hophy l l ite  grains 
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are up to 4. 0 mm in l ength ·, often oc curr ing ·as radi ating clusters . · The 
anthophy lli te di sp lays a ·nematoblasti c texture , but i t  isn ' t as .pro­
nounced a s  it is  in the Asbestos Mirie samples . Like the Asbestos Mine , 
much of the ant hophy lli.te is partially al� ered to t alc. 
Chlorite occurs as tab�lar grains �nd as small ; ac icular gr ains, 
generally less than 0 . 5 mm in length .  It occurs as colorless flakes, 
with no pleochroism , and exhibits a first order gray birefringence .  The 
absence of color is chara.cterist i c  of an iron-free chlorite, such as 
leuchtenbergi te. The chlori te is usually assoc iated with magnetite , 
occurring as· grains surrounding the magn�t i te. (F igure 20) . The occur­
rence of an iron-free chlori te associated with magnet ite may i ndicate 
that the physiochemi cal  parameters at the ·t ime . of formation were such that 
the chlorite gave. up iron to form magnetite or that the chlorite  is . 
secondary forming as an a lteration of another mineral .  The texture .sup­
ports the former premise . �he magnet ite occurs as
.
randomly distributed 
euhedral grai �s up to 0 . 5  · mm in .diame
.ter .  Hemat ite is present as red 
transluce·nt· grains , less than 0. 5 mm in diameter. 
This deposit is s imilar to the Asbestos· Mine deposit both in 
�ine r a l  assemblage and texture. · However , it contains a gr eater per ­
cent age o f  t �lc than th� Asbestos Mine deposit �s well as containing 
lesser amounts of the f ibrous anthophyllft e .  Overall , the two deposits 
are quite similar. 
Watermellon Branch 
Watermel lop Branch is a small abandoned mi ne in Madison Count y , 
North Caroli na , which extends back into a hills ide. Soapstone ou t crops 
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FIGURE 20 . Chlorite concentrated around magnetite . C = gray chlorite , 
M = magneti�e , T = t a lc . ( Sl ide  X-5 , c ro s sed nico l s . ) 
From Asbestos Mine #2 deposit . · 
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cc r approx imat�ly 25 feet along the hill side on either s ide cf the �d it. 
Sa=ples were t aken f rom e ach side . of . the adi t and . f rom f le a� l y i ng near 
che e ntrance of the mi ne. Talc, chlorite ; acc i nolite, magDet i t e , and 
r� t ile compr i s e  the samples . Textural d iffer ence s are  great . Samples 
from the south side of the adit exhibit a strong foli ation , due to the 
par all el arrangement of the amphibole in a mac ri x of c alc a nd c h l o r i t e  
whi ch exhibits a lepidobla stic . texture. Samples f rom· the no r t h  side . of 
the adit show no foli ation. The outcrop at t hi s  locat ion  i sn ' t very 
ex�ensive and it is dif f icult . to say for cert ai n but the t e x t �r a l  a nd · 
mi neralogical dif ferences f rom o ne . side of the ad it to the . o tter  may 
i nd icate that the adit was driven along a lithologic cont act . 
Talc ranges in  abundance from 40-80 perce nt . It occur s a s  ma s ses 
of f ine-grai ned f ibers , generally le ss  than 0. 1 mm in leng=h . T r �molite-
c : i nolite makes up from 5-50 percent of the samples stu� i ed. I t  occurs 
as  small grai ns  less than 0. 1 mm lo.ng and a s  prophyrobla st s u p  to 3 . 0  
mrr. i n  length . The porphyroblasts are ·lath-shaped with a n  i r r e: gular 
ou:li ne , due to i ncipient alteration to talc . Although ma ny g r a i n s · are 
co lorl e s s ; most exhibit a pale green . pleochroi sm, charact e·� :. s : i c of  
act i nol ite . 
'Chlor ite make s up 10-20 percent of the samples , occ�rr i �g a s  
small flakes and as aggregates of flakes . The flake s ra ng� i �  s i z� from 
0.05 to 0 . 5 mm i n  diameter and . exhibi t  a slight pleochroi sc = � �gi ng 
f rcm colorless to pale �reen . They show rad iat ing exti nct ! : � � -� to the 
. f a�-shaped form of mo st of the flakes . 
Magnet ite and rut ile are the domi nant . acce ssor i e s · cc =--; :- :  :: : :-, g  
,pp:-o:ximately 1 percent of the total samp le s ·. Magnetite i s  � = � :; ::: :-.: a s  
· euhedral to irregularly-shaped grains up to 0. 5 mm in diameter . Rutile. 
��s identified in a po lished section . of the heavy minerals  fiom a 
sample taken from the north side of the adit . No rutile was identified 
from· the south side of the adit. 
The occurrence of rutile  in this deposit helps to disti�guish it· 
from the other deposits studied, since abundant rutile was not observed 
in the other deposits . A l so notable is t�e variety in textures exhibited 
by this depo sit . The . samples from the north side of the adit co ntain 
abou_t 50 percent tremo lite-actino lite and exhibit no foliation, while 
_ the sample from the south side of the adit has only 5 percent tremolite­
actino lite and displays strong fo l iation (Figures 2 1  and 22). 
Shelton Mine 
This  deposit · is an abandoned mine located in Madison County, 
North Caro lina � Samples were co l l ected from the mine· dump and from 
outcrops of soapstone which occur about the area over a distance of 
· approximately  100 . yards. In .these samples .tal c  co mpr ises fr<?m 5�-80 
percent, tremo lite-actinol ite approximately 10 percent, chlorite from 
10-20 percent, magnetite 1 percent, :and hematite a trace . F luorapatite 
and rutile were identified in the heavy mineral anal yses, · both making · 
up less than 1 percent of the heavies, which were dominant ly magnetite . 
However, one sample contained approximatel y  20 percent fluorapatite . 
The textur� ranges from yery strong fo liation in one sample  �o no 
fo liati�n in another sampl �. However� most of the samples are fo liated ..
Talc occurs as a fibrous mass, with the grains general l y less 
than 0. 1 mm in l ength . Overal l the talc gives the sect ions a 
.zs mm 
F IGURE 21 . Lepidobl a�tic texture of massive talc . T = talc . · ( S l ide 
2-L, cro s sed nicols . )  Watermel lon Branch dep6sit . 
9 1  
.:. · .  
.25 mm 
F IGURE 22. Rando_mly oriented tremolite-actinolite  i n  fi ne-grained 
massive  talc . TA = Tremolite-actinolite, T = talc . 
( Slide 2-R , cr6ssed nicols . )  Watermello� · Branch . 
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lepidtblastic texture • . Chlorite is pres�nt as sma ll grains similar 
to the t alc  in for m  and as porphyroblasts up to 2 . 0 · mm in diameter . The 
small grains exhibit a lepidoblastic texture, while the porphyroblasts 
dispi ay no preferred orientation. Many of the po rphyroblasts ·exhibit 
small folds . The chlorite �s  pleochroic rangin� from colorless to pale 
green_ apd exhibits first order gray birefringence . Around the
. edges this 
gray birefringence often grades into an anomalous blue color . Most of 
the porphyroblasts are partially altered to talc (Figure 23 ) . 
Tremolite-actinolite occurs . as prismatic grains up to 2. 0 mm in 
length .  Most of the grains are colorle�s, but some exhibit pale green 
pleochroism which is characteristic of actinolite . . The degree of linea­
tion displayed by the tremo li te-acti nolite differs from sample to 
. sample . In �ome samples the lineatio n  exhibits a st!ong nematoblastic : 
t exture which parallels the foliation of the t alc. In �ther samples the 
tremolite-act inolite has a more random distributio n, which masks the 
lepidoblastic texture of the t alc and chlorite .  
In one _sample porphyroblasts of fluorapatite make up approximately 
20 percent of the sa�ple (Figure 24) . -�luorapatite occurs as colorless , 
anhedral grains up to 1. 0 mm in diameter . The grains exhibit a weak 
birefringence ,  ranging from isotropic to a first order g�ay. 
· This deposit is distinguished from the others on the basis of 
several characteristics . The occurrence of the large prop�yroblasts of 
ch lorite is quite distinctiv� because chl�rite doesn ' t  occur in this . 
form i n  any of the other deposits � Also, the large grain� of. apatite 
present in one of the samples are uni que for this deposit. The accessory 
minera l s  consi sting of magnetite , . rutile, and apatite, are a lso · 
\ '  
.... 
' l 
FIGURE 23. Chlorite porphyroblasts partially replaced by talc . Also 
displays microfolds . C· = gray biref ringent chlorite, 
T = talc. ( Slide 3, crossed �icols . )  From Shelton Mine 
deposit . 
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F IGURE 24 . 
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.. Z.5 'N'\1"'('\ 
.. 
Porphyroblast of fluorapat ite. F = fluorapatit�, C = g.ray ­
birefrJngent chlorite . (Slide 3-N , plane · polari zed light � )  
From Shelton Mine deposit . 
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' 
d istinctive for the Shelton Mine deposit. 
Paceolet River 
The Paceolet River deposit is in eastern Spartanburg County, 
· south Carolina, approximately 10 miles east of Spartanburg . This 
deposit occurs as. a soapstone hill approximately 300 feet in diameter . 
Samples were collected from soapstone boulders which cover the hi ll and 
form several outcrops . The deposit consists of talc, tre_molite­
actinolite, chlorite , bioti te, magnetite ; and h�mat�te. In the samples 
stud ied, talc ranges · in abundance from 30-85 percent , tremoli.te­
actinolite from 5-60 percent, chlorite from 5-10 percent, biotite from 
0-1 percent, magnetite 1 percent, and a trace of hematite. 
Tremolite-actinolite occurs as prismatic grai �s up ·to 2 . 0 nm 
long and· as fibrous aggregates ( Figure 2�.) whi ch often exhibit a 
rad iating pattern . The f ibrous variety resembles the fibrous anthophyl­
Ute of the Crabtree Creek deposit in form. Most of the ·long, prismatic 
grains . are pleochroic ranging from colorless to light green. The 
cremolite-actinolite d isplays a ·nematoblastic texture . 
Talc occurs as tabular flakes up to 2.0 m:n in d iameter . The size 
of the flakes appears to be relat.ed to the abundance of talc in each 
sample . The sample which contains more than 75 percent talc have large 
flakes, whereas the samples which contain less than 60 percent ta �c, 
possess flakes which are generally less than 0. 5 mm- in diameter . Much 
of this fine-g.rained talc is f ibrous . i �  form, giving the samples a 
massive appearance. 
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F IGURE 25 . Pri smat i c  grai ns of t r emo l i t e-act ino l i t e  part i a l l y  r e p l aced 
by talc . TA = . tremo l i t e-ac t1 no l i te , T = t a l c , C_ = gray 
bi ref r i nge nt chlor i t e . ( S l ide P . R . -7 , - cro �sed nico l s . )  
From Pac eo let River depo s it . 
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Ch lorite  occur s predominant ly in pr i smatic grains up to 1 . 0 mm 
i n  length .  The form resembles that of an amphibo le , ind_icat ing that 
the ch lor ite is pseudomorphic after amphibole . The chlorite exhibi t s  
a _ l ight brown t o  green pleochroi sm and has a f irst order gray· bire­
f r i ngence . Biot i te is preserit in  some of the sampies as  tabu lar f lakes 
less than 0 . 5  mm in diameter .' I t  i s  p l�ochroic ,  rangi ng from l ight 
brown to ye l low . . · 
Magnetite  i s  the opaque present . It  occurs  as euhedral grai ns up 
to 1 . 5 mm i n  diameter . Hematite i s  pre sent a s  a seconda_ry mi nera l · and 
i s . u sua l ly associ ated with magnet ite . 
Hammett Grove 
The Hammett Grove deposit  i s · i n  eastern Spartanburg County , 
South Caro lin_a ,  approximate ly · 1 / 2  mi le  N .  65°E .  ·of the · Paceo let River 
s ite . The soapstone forms a gent ly  s loping hi l l · approximate ly 500 fee t · 
ii  diameter . Thi s deposit i s  s im�lar to the Paceo let River depos it i n  
that i t  occur s a s  a soapstone hi l l  with abundant _soapstone bou lder s 
scattered about . Al so simi lar to the Paceo let River deposit , the miner_a l  
� ssemb lage cons i st s  of  talc , t remolite-act ino l i te , ch lor ite , biot ite , 
magnet�te , and hemat i te .  The samples  from thi s depos_it  range i n  com­
position  f rom 70-80 percent talc , 10-20 percent t remol i  te-act i no i i  te  ,. 
0-10 percent chlor ite , 0- 10 percent biotite , l percent magn_eti te , and · a 
t race of hematite . The domi nant texture co ns i st s  of porphyrob last s . of  
. t remo l ite-acti no l i te , biotite , and chlorite  _i n  a fine·-grai ned mat r i x  of 
mas sive talc . 
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Talc occurs as· a randomly-oriented mass of grains, generally 
less than 0 . 1 nun · in length . Although most of .the gr_ains are less than 
0 . 1  · nun · long,- some ar·e up to 1.0  nm in length and appear to have r·eplaced 
an amphibole . The tremolite-actinolite oc curs as prismatic and lath­
shaped grains up to 5.0 mm in length (Figure i6 ) .  Many of the grains 
· exhibit a weak pleochroism ranging from colorless to light green. The 
tremolite-actinoli te is distributed in a linear fashion giving the 
samples a nematoblastic texture . 
Biotite is present as acicular grains up to 1 . 0 mm in length, 
exhibiting pleochroism rangi_ng from yellow to dark brown . Many of the 
. 
. 
grains appear to be half biotite and half talc and they may be cross 
sections of inter layered tal c  and biotite flakes. H�w�ver ,' the form . 
resembles .that of some of the amphibole twins _ with bio�ite occupyfng one 
twin and talc -occupying the other (Figure 27 ) .  Bioti�e is� • t  present in 
all of the . sections. Those sections which don 1 t contain biotite contain 
ch lorite . In these sections which contain chlorite , the chlorite occurs 
in the same form as the biotite has in the other sections . This may _ 
indicate that chlorlte has replaced . biotit� in these s�ctions . Also, · 
biotite comprises approximately 10 percent ·of . the samples _ in which it 
occurs. In the sampl es which con�ain _no biotite, chlorite accounts for 
approximately 10  percent of the sections . The chlorite is pleochroic 
ranging from light brown to bluish green·. Both biotite and ch lorite 
exhibit a lepidoblastic texture. 
Magnetite is present in all of the samples, accounting for 
approximately 1 percent of the samples. In one sample, H .G . -9 ,  it 
makes up about 3 percent of the section . In this section it occurs 
. \ mm 
F IGU.RE 26 . Tremol ite-acti nolite partially replaced ' by t�lc. T� = 
tre�olite-act inolite , T = talc , B =· biotite. ( Slide 
H .G .-2, plane polari zed light . )  From . Hammett Grove 
d epo sit . . 
1 00  
.zs mm 
FIGURE 27. Porphyroblasts of bioti te and t a lc in a talc matri x. 
B = biot ite, T · = talc. (Slide H .G . -2 ,  plane po larized 
l i$ht . )  From Hammett Grove deposit . 
_ io1 , 
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predomi nantly as euhedral grains up to 1 . 0 mm in diameter. The grains· 
display a linear ar rangement which could be relic flow structure . 
This deposit resembles the Paceolet River deposit. in some ways 
but several f eatu res distinguish the two � Most notable ·is the •presence 
of biotite . Although one sample from the Paceolet. Rivef deposit · con- . 
tains a t race of biot�te , the Hammett Grove deposit biot�te comprises 
approximately 10 percent o� several samples . Aiso , the talc in· 'the 
Hammett Grove deposit occurs a� much sm�ller grains and makes up a . 
greater percentage of each sample than the talc in· the Pa�·eolet River 
samples . The Leiceister . #2 deposit is the only other deposit studied 
which contains an appreciabi'e amount of biotite . However , the biot,ite 
of the Hanunett Grove deposit has a stronger pleochroism than the 
. pleochroism exhibited by the Leiceister #2 biotite. 
Descriptions of Artifacts--Hamilton County 
Five artifacts from Hamilton County were studied in thin section 
.and wer@ found tu exhibit two di1t tnct mi neral �a �emblag�s .  One 
con,i a t a  domi nant ly of talc , anthophyl l ite , and . chlori�e , the other . 
consist s of ' tt�mol1te-act1no l it e , talc, and ch lorite .  
Two ar t ifact s ,  1 l I-376/7Ha l and 29 / 2 1Hazo , consist · of talc , · 
· .  
anthophyll it e, and chlor it e .  Both contain from 50-60 percent talc , . 
25-30 percent anthophyllite , 1 5-20 percent chlorite , 1 percent magnetite , 
and a t race of hemat i te . Also , a trsce of rut ile was identified in the 
heavi_es. of · Il l-376/7Hal. ln ' these ait i fact s ,  t a lc is · ·present as flakes 
up to 1 . 0  mm in diameter . Many of the f lakes have the same form as some 
of  the anthophyllite ,  which suggests that they are pseudornorphs after 
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anthophyll i te . , Anthophylli te occurs as randomly-or iented grains of 
various sh�pes . Mo st of the grains are long and pri smatic in form, . and 
often exhibit a radi ating pattern . However, they also occur in fibrous 
aggregates and as  lath-shaped grains up to 2 .  0 nnn long . · Mo st of the 
grains are part ially altered to talc and chlorite. The ch torite occurs 
as smal l f lakes, generally less  than 0 . 5  mm in diameter. Mo st of .the 
chlorite appears to be replacing anthophyllite . . Magnet ite ii present 
as euhedral grain� . Hematite -is pre sent as . a fine-grained, red aggre­
gate. The ·texture exhibited by these artifacts'. is e ssen� ially grano­
blastic in the. sense that the grains are· of· �i.mi lar size and there i s  · 
no foliation . . 
Both artifacts exhibit the above characteri stics . The _only . 
difference between the two i s  that sampl� 29 / 2 1Ha20 coniains more tibrous 
anthophyllite than III-376/7Hal .  Al so, some of the · chlorite flakes  are 
larger. in _29/ 21Ha20 . 
The other art ifacts from Hamilton County, 158 /65Hal0, 10/66Ha20, 
and 28 /Ha27, exhibit the same text�re as III-376/7Hal and 29 / 21Ha20. 
However , their mineralogy diffe; s  in that the amphibole in these arti­
facts i s  tremolite-actinolite rather than anthophyllite . Tremolite­
actinolite i s  more abundant in the se samples  than anthophyl lite is in 
the others . The se artifacts contain 30-40
.
per�ent talc, 30-40 percent 
· t.temolite-actino lite, and 20-30 percent chlorite, with magnetite . and 
hema1: ite making up less  than 1 percent of the sections . . . _A trace of 
· fluorapatite wa s .identifi ed in the heavy mi neral analys i s  of .10/ 66Ha20, 
accounting �or le s s  than 1 percent of . the heavi es . ·Magneti te· is the 
only opaque P! esent. 
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Monr oe County 
Three artifacts from Monroe Countj were studied and were found to 
be quite simi l ar to each other. The artifacts studied , 308 /40Mr20 , 
137/40Mr2l , and 166/40Mr25 , are composed of 50-60 percent ta l c , 20-30 
percent . tr�mo li te-act ino lite , 20-30 percent chlorite , with magnet ite ,  
· hematite , and apatite making up less than 1 percent of the sectio ns . No 
distinct foliation is present . 
Talc occurs . as tabular flakes genera l ly less than 1. 0 mm in 
diameter . The chlorite occurs as tabu la� and fan-shaped grains · up to . 
2. 0 mm. long exhibiting· pleochroism , . ranging from co lorless to brownish­
green . It a lso displ ays a first order gray birefringence .  ·Most of the 
amphibo le has a pale green co lor , ·indicative of actino lite. It occurs 
· as broad prism.atic grain� up to 2 . 0  nun long . Many of. the grains are 
partia l ly a ltered to tal c  and chlorite. Some of the ta lc  a nd ch lorite 
appears to be pseudomorphic after tremo l ite-actino lite . 
Cocke County · · · 
One artifact ,  F-12/40Ck l l ,  from Cocke County was studied. · It is 
comprised of approxi�ately 80-85 percent ta lc , 1 5-20 percent chlorite , · 
and 1 percent magnetite and .hemat�te. No amphibo le was observed , nor 
was any noted in the X-ray diffraction ana lysis. Lepidoblastic chlorite 
is distributed in a matrix of massive ta lc. 
The ta lc is present as large flakes up to 2 ·. o  mm across , some of 
which are bent . Al th6ugh �ost of the flakes aie lath-shaped in form , 
some are acicu lar , which resembles the form of chlori te. This ·.may 
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indic·ate that this talc has replaced chlorite . The chlorite is also 
present as aggregates of flakes up to 2 . 0 nun in length. The chlorit e 
is pleochroic, rangirig from light brown to green and has a first order 
gray birefringence, which resembles· the chlorite of the Monroe Count y 
artifacts . Magnet ite occurs as �uhedral a nd irregularly-shaped grains, 
generally less than 0 . 5  mm i·n diameter . Hematite· i� present as red, 
irregularly-shaped masses and as red , translucent grains. 
Louc;lon Count y 
One art ifact, 144/40Ld24, .from Loudon County, was analyzed . It 
consists of 60-65 percent talc, 35-40 percent chlorite, 1 percent 
magnetite, and a trace of hematite . No amphibole was observed, nor did 
X-ray diffraction data indicate its presence .  However, some of the. 
chlorite occurs as long prismatic grains similar to ·one of the com.man 
amphibole �orms , indicating that it may be pseudomo!phic after an amphi­
bole. Also, some of these flakes exhibit a radiating pat tern which is 
also conman for the amphiboles . 
The talc occurs in two distinctive forms, as lath-shaped flakes 
up to 1. 0 nnn in diameter, · and as a mass of finer-grained talc, ·generally 
less than ·o . 5  mm in diameter. · The chlorite also is present i_n two forms, 
acicular grains and lath-shaped flakes . The grains are generally less 
than 1 . 0  mm long and exhibit a pleochroism ranging from _light brown to 
. green. They have a first order gray birefringepce, similar to the · 
chlorite in the Cocke and Monroe County art_ifacts . The chlorite exhibit_.s · 
a lepidoblastic texture ai does the Cocke Count y . artifact. Magneti�e 
is present as euhedral and anhedral grains up to 0 . 5  mm in diameter. 
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Jefferson Cou�ty 
Two artifacts ; 432/lJe and 433/lJe, from the same site in 
Jefferson County were analyzed. Both samples are very similar in 
mineralogy and te�ture. The only difference is that 432/lJe contains 
· approximately . 3 percent anthophyllite, whereas no amphibol_e is present 
. in 433 / lJ e. Both. artifact.s consist of · approximately 80-85 percent talc, 
15-20 percent chlorite, 1 per.cent magnetite and a_ trace of hematite. 
The samples are _ foliated with most: of the talc and chlorite exhibiting a 
lepidoblastic texture. · 
Talc occurs as lath-shaped flakes which range up to 2. 0 mm across , 
many of which ·are bent . Some of the talc has a long, prismatic form, 
similar to t�at ·of anthophyllite. Chlorite is present ·as lath-shaped 
flakes similar in form to the talc and as fan-shaped . flakes up to 1 . 0 nm 
. .  
in .diameter .  Some of the large flakes exhibit i ncipient alteration to 
talc . The anthophyllite in 43 2/lJe occurs as prismatic grains up to 1. 0 
mm in length. Magnetite is present as. euhedral and anhedra_l ·grains, 
generally less than 0 . 5  mm in d iameter. Hematite occ
.
urs as red , 
translucent grains and as a stain . 
Coffee County 
Six artifacts from Coffee County were analyz�d. Like the Hamilton 
�aunty artifacts, the Coffee County artifacts exhibit two distinct 
mineralogies, one consisting of anihophyllite, talc, and chlorite , and 
another which is composed of tremolite-actinolite, talc, and chlorite. 
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· Three of the artifacts contain anthophyllite. Artifact 59/ 40Cf34 
con sists · of 45-5 5 pe rcent talc, 30-49 percent anthophyllite, 5- 10 percent 
·ciotit� , 2-4 percent chlorite, and 1 percent magnetite with a trace of 
· ·  hematite . The talc has a tabular for m ranging from 0.5 to l ._O mm in 
diameter. The anthophyllite o�cur s as  lath-shaped and prismatic grain s 
up to 2 . 0 nun in ·length . Much of it is  partially altered to talc and 
biotite " The biotite flake s are generally les·s than p. 5 mm in diameter . 
The pleochroism ranging f rom light brown to _ y·ellow-orange in . color . 
· Artif�cts 61/40Cf34 and °t85/Cf34 are very similar in mineralogy . 
and texture. They con sist of . 7 5-85 percent talc, · 5- 10 perc.ent antho­
phyllite, 2-5 percent chlorite, and 1 percent magnetite with a trace of · 
. .  
hematite. · The talc has the same form as the talc in 59/ 40Cf34, but in 
the se two artifacts it i s  generally larger, up t_o 2. 0 mm in diameter .· 
Some of it al so ha s . an elongated for_m which i s  similar to anthophyll i�e, · 
-indicating that it is  p seudomorphic. after that . mineral . Most of the 
anthophyllite is  present as long, prismatic grain� a s  in 59/40Cf34 . 
However, unlike 59/ 40Cf34, s�me of the grains are larger, up to 4 ;0 mm in 
length . Mo st of the lath-shaped· grains are partially al te_red to talc. 
The chlorite re semble s the chlorite in 59/ 40Cf34 . _ These two artifacts 
contain no biotite. 
The other th ree Coffee County artifacts contain tremolite­
actinolite . rather than anthophyllite. They consi st of 45-55 percent 
talc, 20�40 percent tremol_ite-actinolite, Z°0-30 percent· chlorite, and 
l _ percent magnetite and hematite . Like · the other C?ffee County arti� 
facts , · there i s  no foliation. The talc re semble s that found in the 
59/ 40Cf34 sample . Tremoli te-actinolite occu r s  as long , pri smatic ·and 
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lath-shaped grains simi lar in form to anthophyl lite in the .o� her 
samp les. It . is · p leoch�oic ranging from co lorless to pa le green . Like 
the anthophyl l ite, the lath-shaped tremo lite-act i.no lite is partia l ly 
a l tered to  talc and ch lorite . Chlorite occurs as tabu lar flakes up to 
2 . 0  unn in . diameter and exhibits a colorless to light green pleochroism . 
Polk County 
Two artifacts, 1008/2Pk l and 115/2Pk l ,  from the same site in Po lk 
County were studied . Both ··showed a high percentage of talc, 85-90 percent 
in 1008/2Pk l and 75-�0 percent in 115/2Pk l . Ch lorite accounts for 10-15 
perce�t of 1008/2Pk l and 15-20 percent of 115/2Pk l . Bot h contain ·minor · 
amounts of magnetite and hemati te . A few grains of ilmenite were ob­
served _ in the heavy minera l fraction of 115/2Pkl . The sections consist 
of porphyr?blas�s of ch lorite in· a matri"x of fine-grai�ed talc , with the 
chlorite displ�ying a lepidoblastic texture. 
The talc
.
occurs as sma l l  acicu lar grains genera l ly less than 
0 . 5  nun in length and as large tabular flakes up to 2.0 · Illlll in d iameter . 
These grains exhibit a massive texture . The massive variety is dominant 
in 115/2Pk l ," whereas the· large tabular flakes are ·dominant .i n 1008/ 2Pk L 
'l'remolite-actinolite occurs as ·prismatic grains up . to 1 � O  mm · 1ong . Many 
of the ·grains· are . partia lly a ltered to talc . Tremo li te-actinolite makes 
up 2-5 percent of . 115/2Pk l but is absent from 1008/2Pkl . Ch lorite 
makes up 0-15 percen_t _ of 1008/ 2Pk l and 15-20 percent of 115 /2Pkl . In 
1008/2Pkl the chlorite flakes are tabular and genera l ly less than 0 . 5  
mm in diameter . The ch lori te is pleochroic from co lor less to . _light 
green and has a first order gray birefringence . . Magnetite and hematit e 
are the acce s s0r i e s  with· magnet i t e occur r i ng - a s  euhedral  and anhed r a l  
grai n s  u p  t o  0 . 5  mm i n diameter . A few gr ains of  i lme nite were 
ide nt ified in  the heavy mi ner a l s of  1 15 / 2Pk l . 
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These a1 t i f act s are s imi l ar to · the She l to n  Mi ne depo s i t  · b9th i n ­
t exture and compo si_t i o n .  However , these art ifact s contai n more t al c  
than d o  the She l t o n Mine samp l e s . 
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